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Note from the President 

Bob Pennington, Santa Fe, NM 
 
     Certainly one of the biggest perks of being the president of this society is the privileged afforded me 
to write these "President's letters." I shall try to use the space allotted wisely. Fortunately, I have good 
news to share. Thanks to the good efforts of Jim Swayne and friends, our 2001 meeting is on good 
footing. You will read more about that elsewhere, but allow me to extend my thanks to Jim for 
undertaking this important task. You may know that the host of last years meeting, Peter James was 
gravely ill, but I did receive a note and an e-mail from him, and he says he is on the road to recovery, a 
fact that I am glad to hear and share.  
     In my first President's letter I related the statement that people had been asking me about a Penstemon 
web page. It turns out that such a site exists. Dr. Andrea Wolfe has created an excellent web site and she 
has stated that  she would be willing to consider it as our "official site" if we agree, and further that she 
will be willing to maintain it. I would encourage every one of you who are not familiar with this site to try 
it. Its official location is www.biosci.ohio-state.edu/~awolfe/Penstemon, but I have found it is faster and 
easier to access to by typing Yahoo. Com and entering keyword "Penstemon." A second excellent 
Penstemon location, "The Penstemon [and related genera) Enthusiast's Discussion List" is also available. 
To learn more, contact Louise Parsons at parsont@peak.org. 
     I realize that not all Penstemaniacs are on line, so don't forget or  
overlook the "Robins," which are a unique and fascinating way to share  
information with kindred spirits. Even if you are fully "wired," don't  
discount the fun of snail-mail and the "Robins." Having mentioned Jim Swayne and this years meeting, 
please think seriously about hosting a meeting on your turf. Yes, it is a lot of work, but I suspect that 
those who have hosted a meeting have gained a whole lot pleasure (and our undying gratitude) for their 
pains. There are so many great places to look for Penstemons, surely you can think of some near you. 
Submit a simple proposal, you will get all the guidance you need, and it would be truly awesome if the 
executive committee had to deliberate upon which great proposal to select.  
     Finally, your Bulletin needs you. Simply taking pen to hand and sharing your experiences with 
Penstemons can be very enlightening to others. Great authoring skills are not necessary, that's why we 
have an excellent editor. An idea that I have mentioned, and our editor agrees would be good, would be 
for many of us to share our knowledge of locations where Penstemons may be found in the wild. I will 
write such and article for the next issue, why don't you?  
     May your life grow ever greener, and your Penstemons grow ever brighter.  
 
 
 
 

Note from the Editor  
Dale Lindgren, North Platte, Nebraska  



 
      First of all, I would like to thank everyone who have contributed articles, robin letters, meeting plans, 
photos,  and tributes to this issue of the Bulletin of the American Penstemon.  We sometimes forget about 
the importance of the robin letters.  They contain many current  insights as well as important historical 
information for future reference.     There is one mistake that was brought to my attention in the last issue 
of the bulletin. On page 108, Thea Unzner did not take a 5 month trip only a trip of a few weeks.  I 
apologize for that error and any others that I made.  Please continue to bring mistakes in the bulletin to 
my attention.  I would like to acknowledge the work that Louise Parsons does with the Penstemon-L. I 
have found it very useful as the Editor of this Bulletin in keeping current on penstemon and penstemon 
related activities around the world.  If you are interested in being a part of this group, see the article on 
page 3 of the Winter 2000 Issue(No. 59-1) of the Bulletin of the APS.  Please continue to provide your 
editor, copies of robin letters, penstemon related articles, obituaries and other items of interest.    
     Congratulations to the Santa Fe Botanical Garden on finding a permanent site for their headquarters. It 
should be a great place for penstemon.  Maybe our President or one of his Santa Fe friends could  update 
us, through an article, of course, on this new garden site. 
 
 

Roadside Identification of Penstemons 
Ginny Maffitt, Sherwood, OR 
 
     The handiest thing about penstemons is that they leave a nice woody set of seedpods the following 
spring and summer that you can collect.  The seeds are all nicely winter-scarified and ready to sow.  This 
year's flowers just might be blooming so you can identify the seed you intend to grow. The least handy 
thing about penstemons is that they grow temptingly by the roadside with no identification labels 
whatsoever.  Intellectually you know you have about one chance in 280 (approximate number of species, 
not counting keckiellas) of guessing what gorgeous little beauty you're admiring. How do these people, 
who list all the penstemons they just saw in Utah, figure out what they've seen?  It's all in the details--
every clue you collect may help in separating out your mystery plant from many others as you move 
through an identification key. 
     Having spent many vacations leaping out of the car and madly guessing what is blooming at my feet,  I 
have developed a more organized (even scientific) method of coming close to an accurate identification.    
As in all things you are serious about, some supplies are necessary.  The books I suggest are few, but 
indispensable.  They're also almost the only ones available--this is a rather esoteric subject after all.  
Ordering information will be given at the end of the article.  They are: 
 
Key to the Genus Penstemon by Robin and Kenneth Lodewick 
Penstemons by Robert Nold 
Northwest Penstemons by Dee Strickler 
Penstemons of New Mexico by Jean Heflin 
 
    The last two would seem to be applicable only to their area, but not so.  Each lists the total growing 
area of each species as it is known.  The Strickler book is particularly helpful by supplying maps with 
shaded areas of concentration even beyond the Pacific Northwest states of Washington, Idaho, Montana 
and Oregon.  Both books have color photographs of almost every species, which are invaluable.  
Strickler's book begins with a great key, which will save you lots of search time. It ends with a complete 
glossary and drawings of leaves, stems and blooms and a Latin and common-name index.  Heflin's book 
gives careful measurements, exact locales and complete descriptions of subspecies and varieties.  Anthers 
and staminodes can be clearly seen in many of the photos--a great help. You'll also want a 
botanist's magnifier, preferable 10x and 15x power.  College bookstores and science supply houses carry 
these for about $15.   I also carry a notebook, a metric measure, transparent tape, zip-lock bags of several 
sizes, paper envelopes and/or small pharmacy sacks.  Both slide and print film is nice to record what you 



saw.  I'll leave the legalities of anything you collect; leaves, stems, seeds, blossoms, to your discretion.  
Each state and national forest seems to have different rules about collecting.  In a national park of course, 
you can only draw and photograph. 
     Okay, it's trip time.  Generally you can expect to see penstemons in every state in the U.S. except 
Hawaii.  They grow at least as far south as Guatemala. My experience is in the western half of the country 
in mostly arid growing conditions.  Pents like to grow here on living rock or its rubble.  They grow nearly 
at sea level along the great Columbia River Gorge on its basalt cliffs or along the low-land lava flow in 
the Gifford Pinchot forest of southern Washington.  Most likely, though you'll see them from 4000 feet of 
elevation up to 10,000 feet in the Rocky Mountains with all but a few in full sun. Beginning in April in 
the Pacific Northwest and successively later months going east, probably a month after snow clears, the 
color symphony begins.  Without the bright blues, purples, and reds, you would probably never spot them 
from a car. 
     Upon spotting a likely candidate, gather your materials, tell the driver to take a nap and grab your 
notebook.  If you can collect parts, take seed pods into a paper sack, leaving the cymes (flower clusters) 
whole to study.  Collect basal and cauline (flowering stem) leaves.  Measure total height of plant 
including flowers.  Note the exact place, even the highway marker and the general growing environment 
(elevation, soil/rock, light exposure) and the date if blooming. Snap some pictures--slides are great for a 
program presentation next winter and snapshots can be used to compare with book photos. 
     Back in the safety of the car, tape down your samples of leaves and blossom in the notebook.  For 
now, just catch the blossom end with the tape, covering only the calyx.  After you're through, cover the 
whole thing with clear tape as it preserves it better from shrinking.  Floral parts don't seem to mold under 
the tape, but dry with natural color.  It's amazing how quickly these parts can be lost in the car, as well as 
the assorted bits of information.  Jot down such items as whether you think the plant was herbaceous 
(soft-seasonal growth), a shrub or subshrub.  Using page 39 and 40 of Nold's book, describe leaf color, 
shape, any folding and the way it attaches at the stem.  Just this attachment, where leaves sometimes join 
around the stem (perfoliate) or clasp, can be a major indicator.  Note the type of inflorescence (bloom 
stem) whether congested (grouped) or interrupted (spread out) from pages 43 and 44. Describe the calyx 
(blossom end), especially its tips, using the magnifier.  Examine the corolla (bloom) listing color (white 
throat?), shape of anther, any hairiness and its color and the shape of the staminode.    
     The anther and staminode on a flower are the absolute keys to identification.  If you learn the 
descriptive names of these, you've gained an insight for ID'ing all the penstemons.  Study the parts of the 
flower on page 46, so you see that there is only one staminode per flower.  It's generally white and has a 
cute toothbrush of bristles at the end or scattered along itself.  This can be white or even golden. The tip 
can be dilated or notched and curve up, down or be straight.  The lack of any bearding is also an identifier 
of several pents in the Dasanthera group (which I'll explain later).  Strickler's book is easy to learn from as 
the staminode and anther for each species is drawn and described.  Jot down whether the staminode is 
included or juts out from the corolla--another identifier.  Anthers come in really weird shapes as you can 
see under the magnifier.  Looking on page 47 of Nold's book, you'll see seven basic shapes: 1) saccate 
(sac-like) opening at the top, 2) saccate opening at each end and twisting out, 3) peltate-explanate  (shield 
shape, flattened), 4) naviculate (boat-shaped--kind-of!), 5) parallel (horse-shoe and open around outside 
curve), 6) parallel and closed across top curve and                7) explanate--flattened with wooly hair.  This 
last one is the reason our favorite plant is called the beard tongue--check it out under your glass!  It 
clinches the species into subgenus Dasanthera.  There are 2 pairs of anthers with the ones nearest the front 
of the flower maturing first.  With maturity comes any splitting (deshiscing) of the anther that you need to 
see. 
      The genus Penstemon is so large, it has been broken down into subgenera.  Each subgenera member 
shares the same shape of anther.  Three of the subgenera are further broken into groups called sections 
and subsections, each with more similar characteristics. The seventh shape, explanate, is the anther of the 
Dasanthera subgenus which are the shrubby evergreens of the Northwest  with ten members. Lodewick 
lists fourteen such subsections.  Each is roughly endemic to a certain area of North America.  Nold gives 



a general descriptor of each one and the species within it, beginning on page 64, which can help eliminate 
many candidates. Strickler uses a key beginning on page 10 to get you to an ID.  
     With this much very basic information you could begin on Lodewicks' Key, page 11, and work your 
way through to a likely species.   I definitely read through both descriptions for each number, even though 
one sounds more correct than the other does.  Be suspicious of your new ID if it doesn't correspond with 
exact descriptions of flora and locale in one of the other books.  You probably won't find a southwest 
species in Idaho except…some of the states' landscapers (in their non-botanical wisdom) have seeded vast 
tracts of highway verges with southwestern pents!  P. palmeri  (pink, fragrant) and P. eatonii (red, shiny 
green leaf)  have been scattered over Idaho and Wyoming.  I would also testify I found P. venustus (N.E. 
Oregon) near Lava Hot Springs, ID. A botanist's habit upon identification is to label the plant "Penstemon 
aff. (affinity to) venustus".  Then if you collect the seeds and share them, others will know this is a 
probable identification.  I have about six groups of plants now that I have discovered are all P. serrulatus, 
but they all arrived as seed marked with other species' names...a real disappointment.   
     Do some practice runs on your own plants and see if they can be followed through the key, 
corresponding to detailed descriptions of anther, staminode and even calyx.  Just because an anther is 
supposed to be saccate, at first you may think it looks otherwise.  Knowing the anther shape, you may be 
able to jump right to the subgenus in the key.  It will have other characteristics listed that the subgenus 
species have in common.  You may find, as I have, that you have mislabeled plants.  Be sure to save 
samples of these in your notebook for later identification. Then, when you meet a seductive stranger 
beside the road, you'll be able to exchange introductions! 
 
References: 
1. Key to the Genus Penstemon,  by Kenneth Lodewick,  2526 University St., Eugene, OR 97403,  

$9.00 to APS members 
2. Penstemons, Robert Nold, Timber Press, 133 SW Second Ave., Suite 450, Portland, OR,97204, 

$29.95 
3. Northwest Penstemons,  Dee Strickler, the Flower Press, 192 Larch Lane, Columbia Falls, MT 59912, 

$29.95 
4. Penstemons, Beautiful Beardtongues of New Mexico, Jean Heflin, Jack Rabbit Press, 2531 Griegos 

Pl, N.W.,  Albuquerque, NM 87107-2873, $20 plus $4.50 s&h 
 
Ginny Maffitt, a retired elementary teacher, grows over 90 species of penstemons in Sherwood, Oregon 
near the Columbia Gorge.  Plants grow in troughs, under a cold frame and on 150 feet of sunny banks. A 
volunteer at the Berry Botanical Garden, she helps maintain the alpine beds, troughs and frames.   
 
 

Penstemon grandiflorus, the Pride of the Plains 
Dr. James Ault, Chicago, Illinois 

 
     Penstemon grandiflorus Nutt., variously known as the large beardtongue, large-flowered beardtongue, and the 
shell-leaf Penstemon, certainly lives up to the definition of its Latin specific epithet “grandiflorus”, or large flowered 
(Note: by some authorities this species may be listed as P. bradburii Pursh.).  Perhaps second in flower size only to 
Penstemon cobaea among the U.S. native beardtongues, this plant in my opinion, not only surpasses P. cobaea in its 
beauty but is among the foremost of all North American wildflowers.   
     What makes this plant so special?  From an attractive basal rosette of large, leathery, blue-gray leaves, the large 
beardtongue produces stout flower spikes two to four feet tall, each producing a progression of large flowers (up to 
two inches long by one inch wide) that are most commonly pink but can also be found in shades of blue, lilac, 
lavender, purple, and white, making this one of the most variable beardtongues.  Remember the populations Cindy 
Reed led the group to at the 1997 APS meeting in South Dakota?  At one stop we delighted in racing from plant to 
plant covered with light pink flowers, dark pink flowers, and even one with white flowers, on a slope dotted with 
hundreds of plants in full bloom.  A memorable experience indeed. 



     The large beardtongue also has one of the broader distributions of any Penstemon.  Centered in the Great Plains, 
it occurs naturally from eastern Montana to Wisconsin, south to central Texas, and has escaped cultivation in a few 
other states outside of its natural distribution.  Throughout its range, this species is usually found growing in dry 
sandy or gravelly habitats, such as may be found in upland prairies, on slopes, and along rivers banks.  This affords 
some clues to the cultivation of the large beardtongue; full sun, a well-drained soil kept on the dry side, and a low 
soil fertility are preferred.  Plants seem equally at home on acidic to neutral to alkaline soils as long as these other 
environmental factors are met.  A clay soil will be tolerated as long as it is kept dry. 
     The bane of the large beardtongue is its susceptibility to a variety of foliar diseases, which under conditions of 
high humidity can result in seriously disfigured foliage, and under wet, poorly drained soil conditions may even 
result in plant death.  My personal experience has shown this to be true; very few of the plants that were placed in a 
bed with a clay soil and receiving supplemental irrigation survived to bloom the second year, and none survived into 
the third year; whereas plants placed in a nonirrigated, raised bed capped with several inches of river gravel thrived, 
all survived to bloom the second year, and a few plants are now up to four years of age.  
     Penstemon grandiflorus is an easy enough plant to cultivate and maintain provided you are in the right climate.  
The seed, like everything else about this plant, are larger than most other Penstemon seed, which makes them easy 
to handle.  Six months of dry storage followed by one to two months of stratification (cool moist treatment) prior to 
sowing the seed should reward you with ample seedlings.  Young plants need to be transplanted frequently or else 
planted out to their permanent location quickly, as  they tend to fill a pot rapidly with their coarse roots.  As with 
many Penstemons, during the first year only a basal rosette of foliage is formed, but even at this stage the plants are 
attractive with their thick, spoon-shaped, blue-gray leaves.  The foliage is evergreen over winter, so be sure to keep 
the basal rosette uncovered of any organic litter. 
     Once the soil begins to warm in the lengthening days of the following spring, the plants quickly stir to life and 
send up one or more stout flower stems, soon followed by a procession of flowers as described earlier.  The 
individual blooms will last several days each; the entire plant may stay in bloom up to four weeks.  The actual 
bloom dates will vary depending on your location, but reports from APS members from around the country indicates 
May and June to be the peak months.  Unless you need to collect seed, remove the flower stems as soon as the last 
bloom is gone.  This will increase the likelihood of at least some of the plants surviving into the following year.  
Under the best of circumstances individual plants of the large beardtongue do not seem to survive more than three to 
five years, and they do not spread laterally to form new colonies as will some Penstemons.  Therefore it is best to 
allow at least a few flowering stems to set seed every year and either scatter the seed around your plants or hold 
them to start new ones 
the next year,  ensuring that you always have at least a few plants to bloom every year.   In some climates, this 
species may even prove to be somewhat invasive in your garden,  but I cannot think of a more attractive “weed” to 
have to contend with. 
     Not surprisingly, the large beardtongue has attracted the attention of plant breeders, resulting in a number of 
selections introduced over the years.  Some of these are no longer available; others are just reaching the 
marketplace.  Several general observations must be made.  First, the variability and broad distribution of this plant 
gives plant breeders considerable genetic material to work with to make selections based on flower color, heat, 
drought, and cold tolerance.  However, with a few exceptions detailed below, it has been very difficult to cross this 
species with other Penstemon, thereby limiting the combination of the best traits of this plant with those of other 
beardtongues.  Presumably though, this barrier will eventually be overcome as breeders persist in crossing the large 
beardtongue with other species and hybrids.  Finally, because of the difficulty in maintaining individual plants for 
more than a few years, and the lack of offsets that can be divided or rooted, all of the selections are seed strains. 
     Some of the selections that have been introduced over the years include the following: 
P. grandiflorus Prairie JewelTM.  A new (in 2000) introduction out of the Plant Select® plant introduction program 
cooperatively administered by the Denver Botanic Garden and Colorado State University, this strain was developed 
from the Seeba Hybrid by Mary Ann Heacock, long-time resident of Denver.   Ms.  Heacock had received seed of 
the Seeba Hybrid through the APS seed exchange many years back, and has been selectively saving seed from the 
best, most colorful plants all this time.  This selection has large flowers that range from pure white, through lavender 
and rose-pink to a deep purple-violet. The basal leaves are a handsome silver color.  Plants are most vigorous and 
grow up to 3 feet tall.  This is an excellent selection that will likely become popular.   
P. grandiflorus ‘Prairie Palette’.  This selection, developed by Professor Dale Lindgren at the University of 
Nebraska, was released in 1998.  It lives up to its name, producing a palette of colors, as it bears flowers in white, 
various shades of pink and red, and lavender to dark purple.  This strain was developed from multiple sources, 
including wild-collected seed and seed from cultivated sources through the APS seed exchange, followed by many 
years of selection.  P. ‘Prairie Palette’ was also selected for better resistance to leaf-spot diseases, a serious problem 
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in this and other Penstemon species.   This strain should prove useful for garden use as well as roadside plantings, 
prairies, etc., where it can naturalize.  P. ‘Prairie Palette’ is available from several nurseries.     
P. grandiflorus ‘Prairie Snow’.  This selection, also developed by Professor Dale Lindgren of the University of 
Nebraska, was released in 1988.  It bears pure white flowers on plants that otherwise resemble the species.  P. 
‘Prairie Snow’  was developed from a pink-flowered wild population near Dunning, Nebraska, that included a single 
white-flowered plant.  Several generations of selection produced this strain.  To maintain this selection, seed-
producing parents must be grown in isolation from other P. grandiflorus selections and also from P. murrayanus 
(see ‘Fate Hybrid’).  This selection is still available commercially and through the APS seed exchange.  
     P. grandiflorus ‘War Axe’.  Released a few years ago by Bluebird Nursery in Clarkson, Nebraska, this strain 
exhibits a wide flower color range including pink, maroon, red, and purple.  According to Harlan Hamernik of 
Bluebird Nursery, this selection was developed from plants 
found growing wild north of North Platte, Nebraska.  He suspects that the plants may well be progeny from a 
population established by Professor Glen Viehmeyer many years back; it is possible then that this strain traces its 
ancestry back to the Fate-Seeba hybrids, as Professor Viehmeyer did grow and utilize these plants in his breeding 
program.  P. ‘War Axe’ is available from a number of nurseries. 
     P. ‘Avalon’.  A hybrid cross similar to the Fate - Seeba hybrids, it was made by Rex Pearce in New Jersey in 
1946 and was carried for a number of years in both his seed catalog and the catalog of Ball Seed in West Chicago.  It 
has long since disappeared from the trade. 
     P. Fate Hybrid (also listed as ‘Fate, ‘Fred Fate’).  A controlled cross made in 1937 by Fred Fate of Fayette, 
Missouri, between P. grandiflorus and P. murrayanus, a red-flowered species from Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, and 
Oklahoma.  With foliage similar to that of P. grandiflorus, Mr. Fate thought it possible the two species might 
hybridize, so he attempted the reciprocal cross.  Seed formed from the cross of P. grandiflorus x P. murrayanus, and 
the first plants from that seed bloomed in 1939.  The plants were not very impressive with smallish flowers of a 
grayish lavender color, but luckily he had the foresight to save seed from those plants, which after several years of 
storage, were sown to yield plants of a broader color range.  Finally the third generation yielded the color spectrum 
that so excited members of the APS society for years to follow.  An excellent discussion in an older APS bulletin 
(Tiemann and Bennett, 1957) points out the differences between this strain and the Seeba Hybrid; the Fate Hybrid 
exhibited flower colors of pink, red, red purple, apricot, and orange, to the white, pink, lavender, and plum flowers 
of the Seeba Hybrid.  Plants of the Fate Hybrid tended to also bloom longer (likely due to the P. murrayanus parent 
as the flower stem of this species continues to elongate for a long period, forming new flower buds), but the flowers 
were smaller and the plants were not as hardy (again, the P. murrayanus influence?).  A beautiful strain that was, 
according to the APS bulletins, grown for many years, it seems to have disappeared in the last two decades. 
P. Fate-Seeba Hybrid.  A merging of the Fate Hybrid and the Seeba Hybrid, in name and likely in fact, as the two 
strains readily cross-pollinated.  The two hybrids were considered by some authorities to be synonymous, but as 
pointed out above there were distinct differences between the two, at least before they intermingled in gardens.  It is 
unclear when the two selections were grown together and allowed to merge.   Presumably the best traits of both 
parent strains were selected out. Apparently no longer available, at least under this name, but possibly the ancestor 
to some of the newer strains. 
P. ‘Lena Seeba’.  Registered by Professor Glen Viehmeyer of the University of Nebraska  in 1960, this selection is a 
cross of the alba form of P. grandiflorus by an unknown member of subsection Peltanthera.  The plants  produced 
pure white flowers.  Unfortunately, this name has also been incorrectly applied to the Seeba Hybrid (below).  The 
white-flowered ‘Lena Seeba’ does not appear to be available any more. 
P. ‘Prairie Fire’.  Another Glen Viehmeyer introduction, it was registered in 1958.  Listed as a cross of ‘Flathead 
Lake’ and ‘Seeba Hybrid’ , this complex hybrid, at least in its currently available forms, does not bear any 
resemblance to P. grandiflorus, looking more like the numerous Habroanthus – Elmigera crosses in the marketplace.  
If P. grandiflorus is indeed in the ancestry of this selection, its influence is no longer noticeable.  P. ‘Prairie Fire’ 
has green foliage, sturdy stems, and produces bright red flowers.  It can be long-lived.  P. ‘Prairie Fire’ is still 
available. 
P. Seeba Hybrid (also listed as ‘Seeba’, ‘Lena Seeba’).  The parentage of this hybrid strain is somewhat of a 
mystery.  Longtime Penstemon Society member Lena Seeba of Cook, Nebraska, purchased a packet of white 
Penstemon grandiflorus seed in 1945.  The seed was to yield plants with white, lavender and plum-colored blooms.  
She collected seed from the latter plant and proceeded to share it with other society members.  From that beginning 
arose the Seeba Hybrid with its white, pink, lavender, bluish, and deep plum colored flowers.  The originator of that 
packet of P. grandiflorus seed, Olga Tiemann of Westboro, Missouri, had planted seed of P. murrayanus around the 



 

time that she was growing the white P. grandiflorus, but was not positive she had any plants of P. murrayanus in 
bloom the year the P. grandiflorus bloomed and was used as the seed source.  One fact she was positive on was that 
she did not yet have the Fate Hybrid in her garden, so the source of the Seeba Hybrid was not a cross between P. 
grandiflorus and the Fate Hybrid.  Olga Tiemann was to name the seed returned to her by Lena P. “Seeba Hybrids”.  
As mentioned under the Fate Hybrid, the two hybrids were distinct, at least in the early years after their respective 
introductions.  The Seeba Hybrid disappeared from the APS seed exchange some time in the 1970s or 1980s; 
however, in recent years it has been reoffered through the APS exchange from seed donated by Mary Ann Heacock 
of Denver, Colorado, and grown out by this author in Chicago.  The plants in their size, vigor, and flower color are 
similar to the description for the original Seeba Hybrid, but after all the years of growing and selecting by Mary Ann 
Heacock have likely undergone changes from the original strain.  Note that this seed offered through the APS 
exchange is the same source for P. grandiflorus Prairie JewelTM. 
     Breeding and selection of P. grandiflorus and its hybrids continues.  Here at Chicago Botanic Garden, I have 
successfully crossed both a very nice rose-pink flowered form and a good white-flowered form of the Mary Ann 
Heacock selected-plants of P. grandiflorus with P. murrayanus, in effect reproducing the Fred Fate hybrid cross, 
though perhaps with better P. grandiflorus selections than he had available in the 1930s.  These plants should bloom 
for the first time in 2001.  I will be sure to report on their success.  Unfortunately, I have not been able to cross P. 
grandiflorus with any other beardtongue, but with all the renewed interest in this species and its selections, it seems 
likely that is only a matter of time before some breeder successfully crosses the large-flowered beardtongue with 
other Penstemon species and hybrids.  Regardless of whether you try the species or its selections, you are likely to 
be rewarded for years to come with these plants in your garden. 
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Eastern Washington/Oregon 2001 Annual APS Meeting  June 15-17, 2001 
James Swayne, Walla Walla, WA 
 

The scenic and Penstemon-filled regions of eastern Washington and Oregon have been selected for 
the 2001 Annual Meeting of the American Penstemon Society. This area is blessed by a wide variety of 
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habitats and elevations, ranging from 600’ with less than 6” of annual rainfall and sage steppe ecology to 
8,500’ with an alpine ecology.  There are thousands of acres of public land that encompass a wide range 
of ecotypes.  This variety guarantees that Penstemons of one species or another will be blooming 
somewhere from April through August. 

Our first field trip will visit Tiger Canyon, on National Forest land, just outside Walla Walla.  Within 
a mile or so (past the first switchback) you will break out into open grass-steppe country and the 
beginning of a roughly 1,500 ft vertical range in elevation as you follow the road upward.  June and July 
are the best months, however, with elevation gain I see Penstemon spp. flowering well into August.  You 
might expect to see the following species: Penstemon attenuatus, P.deustus, P. fruticosus, P. 
pennellianus, P. venustus, and possibly P. gairdneri.   The trip will continue on a rough road along the 
ridgeline bordering the Wenaha-Tucannon Wilderness Area then dropping off the ridge for a lunch stop at 
Jubilee Lake.  After leaving the lake we will stop at Bald Mountain where all the species above plus P. 
fruticosus are found together over several hundred yards.  A high ground clearance vehicle is 
recommended for this route, although most of it suitable for passenger cars.  You’ll see more Penstemon 
in a day than just about any other place on the Umatilla National Forest as well as amazing botanical 
diversity. 1   

After returning to Walla Walla we will gather at the garden of Jim and Susan Swayne which, with the 
blessing of the weather gods, will give you the opportunity to see about 160 species or varieties of 
Penstemon of which about 80 should be in bloom. The business meeting and informal dinner will be held 
in the Hospitality Room of the Three Rivers Winery.  Someone at the dinner will have the lucky ticket 

                                                           
1 Based on a statement by Umatilla National Forest botanist Scott Riley. 



 

and take home a framed watercolor and ink painting of P. pennellianus done for the American Penstemon 
Society Annual Meeting by local artist Jean Ann Mitchell. 

The next day will take us into Northeast Oregon on Highway 204 and through Summerville to visit 
Growiser, a project of Andy Huber, noted local ecologist and forester who is restoring a natural setting on 
a large foothill property.  There are Penstemons here too, notably meadows sprinkled with P. rydbergii. 
The trip will continue on via forest road # 31 to Highway 84 for a return to Walla Walla via Pendleton.  
The final day will be selected from several possible routes depending on the state of Penstemon bloom.  
The specific route for this trip as well as the others are subject to change just prior to the meeting if our 
scouts suggest that better viewing is available on alternate routes. For a preview of some of the 
possibilities see Peter James’ article Exploring Oregon in the winter 1999 APS Bulletin. 

For those who would like to get off the road, information will be provided on several short hikes 
where Penstemons can be seen. 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Travel Arrangements 
 We have made arrangements with local travel agent Greg Jones for special airfares and room 
rates for members of the American Penstemon Society.  Greg can also help you with all of local travel 
needs if you plan to come early or stay late to visit other area attractions.Greg can be contacted at: 
 
       Greg Jones 
       Carlson Wagonlit Travel 
       10 S. 4th Avenue 
       Walla Walla, WA 99362 
       Phone 509 525-0110 
                  800 759-1852 
       greg99362@yahoo.com 
 
Airline Service 
 Horizon Air, a subsidiary of Alaska Air, serves Walla Walla with 5 flights per day from Seattle. 
Pasco, about a one-hour drive, is served by other airlines including Delta and United. Discounted airfares 
for this meeting are available on Alaska and Horizon Airlines.  The rate is good for travel between June 
12 and June 21, 2001. Reference should be made to meeting fare ID: CMT0701 to get the discounted 
rate. 
  
 
Lodging 
      Walla Walla has a wide assortment of lodging facilities from the newly restored Whitman Hotel to 
several excellent B&Bs as well as major chain motels.  We have reserved a block of rooms at the Marcus 
Whitman at a group rate of $95.00 including tax per night, which will be available until the entire block 
of rooms is spoken for.  
Some of the places to stay are: 
Marcus Whitman Hotel $ 95- $307 509 525 2200 www.marcuswhitmanhotel.com  
Best Western Suites $ 87- $127 509 525-4700 
Hawthorn Inn $ 76- $120 800 527-1133 
Howard Johnson $ 92- $136 509 529-4360 
Travelodge $ 57- $  83 509 529-4940 
Green Gables B&B $105-$138 509 525-2522 
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There are also several small private RV Parks and a good RV facility at Fort Walla Walla State Park. Call 
(509) 527-4527 for reservations at Fort Walla Walla. 
Weather and Road Conditions 
     An extended period of rain is unlikely but you should be prepared for showers.  The mountains should 
be cool (50- 70º F. during the day).  You should also be prepared for mosquitoes since they will be 
prepared for you!  The Walla Walla valley will be warmer but still pleasant. Only good Forest Service 
gravel roads reach some of the best viewing. If you are renting a vehicle, one with high clearance is 
recommended but 4-wheel drive will not be required.  There is really only one rough piece of road on our 
planned tour route for just a few miles but it saves a 70-mile detour! More Things To Do 

The Walla Walla area has many attractions from River Boats on the Columbia, Hells Canyon jet boat 
or raft trips, the Tamastslikt Indian Cultural Center, Whitman Mission National Historic Site, and a 
booming wine industry with many tasting opportunities.  On request you will be sent a complete package 
of information on these attractions and recreational opportunities, or you can check some of them out on 
the web. 

 
Walla Walla Chamber of Commerce   www.wwchamber.com 
Whitman Mission National Historic Site    www.nps.gov/whmi/home.htm 
Columbia River Cruises    www.columbiarivercruise.com 
Umatilla National Forest    www.umatilla.nsn.us/tamust.htmlREGISTRATION FORM FOR THE 2001 
APS ANNUAL MEETING 
June 15-17, 2001 
 
Name(s): 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________ 
 
Street Address: ___________________________________ 
 
City: _______________________State: ____ Zip: _________ 
 
E-Mail Address: ______________________ 
Telephone: _____________________ 
 
Number of people registering: _____ 
 
Vehicle you will be driving:  Make: __________ Type: ____________ 
State: ______    License: ____________ 
 
Are you willing to take passengers on field trips? _______Number you have room for______ 
 
Will you need transportation? ________ Number needing transportation_____ 
 
We will carpool as much as possible. High clearance vehicles are recommended but not required.  If we 
don’t have enough high clearance vehicles persons needing transportation may want to band together to 
rent an appropriate vehicle. 
 
Registration Fee:  $5.00 per person 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Picnic Lunches $ 7.00 each. Please indicate number wanted in each category. 
       Sandwich Choice (Includes chips, cookie, drink) 
         
                                         Beef    Ham      Cheese   Chicken    Vegetarian  
Tiger Canyon Field Trip    ____    ____     ______   ______    ________ 
 6/15/01 
 
Summit Road Trip             ____    ____    ______   ______    ________     6/16/01 
 
Mystery Trip                      ____   ____     ______   ______    ________ 
6/17/01 
 
 
 
Business Meeting and Dinner:  $28.00 per person 
(Three Rivers Winery Hospitality Room) 
 
 Number     Total 
Registration(s) ______@ $5.00 each $_______ 
Lunches ______@ $ 7.00 each $_______ 
June 15 Dinner Meeting ______@ $28.00 each $_______ 
 
Total Enclosed:  $_______ 
 
 
Send check made payable to Jim Swayne for total amount with this form to: 
 
APS Annual Meeting 
c/o Jim Swayne 
4009 Old Milton Highway 
Walla Walla, WA 99362 
  
 

American Penstemon Society  -2000 Application for Registration of Named 
Cultivars of Penstemon 
 
Dale Lindgren, North Platte, NE 
  
      There were 33  names registered with the American Penstemon Society for new selections of  Penstemon 
during 2000. Thirty-one(31) were submitted by Edward Wilson, one by Warren Gilchrist and one by John 
Phillips. Their descriptions are listed below. We would encourage all who have named and released a new 
selection of Penstemon in the last few years and those who do so in the future to register the name with the 
American Penstemon Society. 
 
 



 

 ‘Roundway Snowflake’ -   APS Reg. No. 2001  
     This selection was submitted by John F. Phillips, Home Covert, Roundway, Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 2JA, 
United Kingdom. It is a selection of Penstemon glaber, propagated from cuttings, long lived, over-winters 
well, prolonged flowering and appears to be a stable mutant. Height of 40 cms, with of floral display 30 cms, 
basal leaves 7 cms long and 1 cm wide. Stem  leaves 10 cms long and 7 mms wide. Flower color white. 
Thyrse/panicle type of inflorescence. 
 
      
The next 31 names were submitted by: Edward Wilson, Pershore Plant Raisers, Pensham, Pershore, 
Worcestershire,  WR103HB England.  All originated from natural crosses except for ‘Pensham Petticoat’ and 
were selected by Edward Wilson at the Pershore Plant Raisers in 1998.The female and male parent are 
unknown but all were described as European hybrids derived from Mexican species. All are propagated by 
cuttings. They have been under observation for 2 ½ years. They are hardy through the English climate.   
  ‘Pensham Arctic Sunset’     APS Reg. No. 2002 
 Flower Color Range: Bright fuchsia pink/red streaked throat  Guidelines present: Yes 

 Plant Ht  & Width: 70 cms x 70 cms 
 Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 2 cms 

 
 
 
 
 ‘Pensham Avonbelle’  APS Reg. No. 2003 
 Flower Color Range: Pale base with rich pink trumpet/pale throat  Guidelines present: Yes 

  
 
 Plant Ht  
& Width: 80 
cms x 75 cms 
 Flower 
Length & 
Width: 4.5 cms 
x 3 cms  

  ‘Pensham Barbara Dixon’  APS Reg. No. 2004  Flower Color Range:  Pale at 
base, rich magenta bell/white edge 

 Guidelines present: Yes 
  Plant Ht  & Width: 70 cms x 60 cms 
 Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 4 cms 
 
  ‘Pensham Bow Bells’   APS Reg. No. 2005 
 Flower Color Range: Purple flowers, pale mauve throat with dark streaks 
 Guidelines present:Yes Plant Ht  & Width: 110 cms x 80 cms  Flower Length & Width: 

5 cms x 3 cms   
  ‘Pensham Capricorn Moon’  APS Reg. No. 2006 
 Flower Color Range:  Peach pink with cream throat and purple                                                           
guidelines 
 Guidelines present: Yes     Plant Ht  & Width: 83 cms x 70 

cmsFlo
wer 
Length 
& 
Width: 



 

4.5 cms 
x 3 cms  

  ‘Pensham Cardinal’ APS Reg. No. 2007 
 Flower Color Range: Deep cardinal red with dark collar/white throat  Guidelines 
present: Yes 
 Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 80 cms  Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 3 cms  
 ‘Pensham Celebration’ APS Reg. No. 2008 
Flower Color Range: Large red currant flowers/pale throat/dark streaks 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 85 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 6 cms x 3.5 cms 
  
‘Pensham Charles Romer’ APS Reg. No. 2009 
Flower Color Range: Fluorescent red with pale pink throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 100 cms x 90 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 3 cms 
 
‘Pensham Claret’ APS Reg. No. 2010 
Flower Color Range: Deep claret flowers with claret streaked throat 
Guidelines present: Yes  
Plant Ht  & Width: 100 cms x 85 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 4 cms 
 
‘Pensham Daybreak’  APS Reg. No. 2011 
Flower Color Range: Peach shading to pink with white throat 
Guidelines present: No  
Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 75 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4.5 cms x 3 cms 
 
‘Pensham The Dean’s Damson’ APS Reg. No. 2012 
Flower Color Range: Rich damson bell - white throat damson streaks 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 75 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 3.5 cms 
 
‘Pensham Dorothy Wilson’ APS Reg. No. 2013 
Flower Color Range: Pale lilac blue - burgundy streaked throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width:100 cms x 85 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4.5 cms x 3.5 cms 
 
‘Pensham Fields’ APS Reg. No. 2014 
Flower Color Range: Raspberry pink flowers, dark collar/white throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 80 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 5.2 cms x 4.5 cms 
‘Pensham Freshwater Pearl’ APS Reg. No. 2015 
Flower Color Range: Pale pink flowers/white throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 100 cms x 85 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 3.1 cms x 3.1 cms 
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‘Pensham Great Expectations’APS Reg. No. 2016 
Flower Color Range: Lilac trumpet/white throat edged lilac 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 75 cms x 70 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 3 cms 
 
‘Pensham Just Jayne’ APS Reg. No. 2017 
Flower Color Range: Pale magenta with deeper throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 85 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 3 cms 
 
‘Pensham Malvern Springs’ APS Reg. No. 2018 
Flower Color Range: Deep purple/white smudged throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 60 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4.5 cms x 3 cms 
‘Pensham Marjorie Lewis’ APS Reg. No. 2019 
Flower Color Range: Deep cerise pink, dark marked throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 70 cms x 50 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 3 cms 
 
‘Pensham Mischief’ APS Reg. No.  2020 
Flower Color Range: Very pale chiffon pink/maroon streaked throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 95 cms x 60 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 3.8 cms x 3.3 cms 
‘Pensham Miss Wilson’ APS Reg. No.  2021 
Flower Color Range: Mauve pink flowers, white throat streaked magenta 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 80 cms x 70 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 3.5 cms 
‘Pensham Petticoat’ APS Reg. No.  2022 
Flower Color Range: Large white with pink edging 
Guidelines present: NoFemale parent: ‘Thorn’ 
Male parent: ‘Burford White’ 
 Wider bell than either parent, edged with darker pink, stockier than either parent 
Plant Ht  & Width: 80 cms x 50 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 3.3 cms 
 
 
‘Pensham Plum Dandy’ APS Reg. No.  2023 
Flower Color Range: Dark lilac blue/beetroot red streaked throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 100 cms x 75 cms 
Flower Length & Width :4 cms x 3.5 cms 
‘Pensham Plum Jerkum’ APS Reg. No.  2024 
Flower Color Range: Burgundy Flower/white streaked throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 120 cms x 80 cms 



 

Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 4 cms 
‘Pensham Prolific’ APS Reg. No.  2025 
Flower Color Range: Burgundy, plain white throat 
Guidelines present: NoPlant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 70 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 2 cms 
‘Pensham Son of Raven’ APS Reg. No. 2026 
Flower Color Range: Very deep purple, white marked throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 100 cms x 80 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 3 cms 
‘Pensham St. James’s  APS Reg. No. 2027 
Flower Color Range: Fluorescent red with darker red throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 90 cms x 60 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 5 cms x 4 cms 
‘Pensham Tiger Belle Coral’ APS Reg. No. 2028 
Flower Color Range: Coral pink, pale throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 60 cms x 50 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 3 cms x 2 cms 
‘Pensham Tiger Belle Rose’ APS Reg. No. 2029 
Flower Color Range: Rose pink, pale throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 60 cms x 50 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 3 cms x 2 cms 
 
‘Pensham Twilight’ APS Reg. No.  2030 
Flower Color Range: Rich cranberry with crimson throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width: 110 cms x 70 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 3.8 cms x 3.3 cms 
‘Pensham Victoria Plum’ APS Reg. No.  2031 
Flower Color Range: Bright mauve/magenta throat 
Guidelines present: Yes 
Plant Ht  & Width:103 cms x 80 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 3 cms 
‘Pensham Wedding Bells’ APS Reg. No.  2032 
Flower Color Range: Buttermilk to ivory 
Guidelines present: NoPlant Ht  & Width: 40 cms x 40 cms 
Flower Length & Width: 4 cms x 3 cms 
‘James Bowden’  APS No.  2033 
   This selection was submitted by Warren Gilchrist, Rook Hill, Monk Sherborne, Tadley, Hampshire RG26 
5HL, United Kingdom. It was a natural cross selected at the Pershore College of Horticulture of unknown 
parentage. The applicant found this as a chance seedling at Pershore in June 1999. Plant height is 62 cm, with 
no significant basal growth. Stem leaves to 8.2 cm long and to 2.2 cm wide. Flower color is bright mauve(RHS 
78B), paling sharply to white. Dark magenta(RHS 71A) in throat. Flower size 3.6 cm in length and 3 cm wide. 
Named in memory of a nephew who died of leukemia at the age of 18. 
 
 

Robin D, Small Penstemons 
 
Jack Ferreri, Verona, WI  



 

January 3, 2000 
 
Linda - Sorry about the Washington/Iowa mixup.  I’m sure it happens all the time!  Des Moines is not too 
far from here, so my mind naturally slipped into its ‘pattern recognition’ mode - it saw Des Moines and 
automatically assumed Iowa.  Welcome to the Robin!  Sounds like your new home will give you much 
plant-growing opportunity - once you get it done! 
Pauline -Tell us more about the ‘Plant Watch’ program - do you ‘adopt’ a natural area and track what 
grows there and remove exotics?  What a great idea!  You’re probably right that my friend’s collecting 
Gaillardia seed in Glauer should be hushed up.  He’s pretty scrupulous about such matters (he’s camped 
in slopes of national and state parks), so perhaps he gathered it near the park.  How widespread is 
Gaillardia aristata around there - does anyone else know? Wonderful Hedyshrum slope. 
Connie - P. ovatus isn’t quite as rampant for me here in Wisconsin.  It’s a great plant, though.  Thanks for 
the photographs - beautiful ‘Extra Dark’ hirsutus. 
Ramona - Hope your cataract operation allows you to read this Robin more easily.  I too hope for a mild 
winter.  So far for the Midwest, it’s been very mild with some moisture but very little snow.  I hope we 
get some snow cover soon before winter gets serious! 
Jean-Louis - Thank you for the P. leonensis seed!  I’m pretty skeptical about its hardiness here, but I’ll 
certainly give it a try.  In 2001, my wife and I will spend several weeks (3-4) in Provence.  I will 
definitely come to see your gardens.  It sounds like a touch of the American West in France. 
I mentioned in my last letter how my gardens had suffered from my workload over the last couple of 
years.  I’m planning to make amends in the spring.  I’ve already received quite a few plants from High 
Country Gardens and have lots of seed purchased from individual collectors sitting in a cubbyhole on my 
bookshelf.  I was especially impressed with Ron Tarko’s seed list this year (Northwest Native Seed, 
17595 Vierra Canyon Rd. #172, Prunedale, CA 93907 - I add his address here because he seems to move 
almost every year lately).  He offers almost 100 different collections of Penstemon - all wild-collected.  I 
also like the plant vendors - Siskiyow, Mt. Tahoma Nursery and Wrightman Alpines. 
So I have a lot to do to get my garden in shape this spring.  I hope I’m not swamped with work like I’ve 
been in the past 2 springs.  I have some conifers and cotoneasters to prune, paths to spruce up and labels 
to remake.  Most of my pents seem to deal very well with the neglect.  We had a dry late summer, which 
helped some of the desert pents.  Fall rains and a later winter should give us a healthy spring. 
 
 
Linda Carlson,  Auburn, WA 
January 24, 2000 
 
On the same day, I received my American Penstemon Society notice to renew my membership, the seed 
list, and the Robin letters from Jack.  What a day for penstemons! 
I’m very excited about starting different species of penstemons for my native plant garden.  I ordered 20 
different seeds that are native to Washington State.  According to Dee Strickler, my state has 38 species 
that I could represent in the garden.  I don’t think I have that much planting space, unfortunately.  I have 
enclosed the brochure for my native plant garden and a plant list.  If any of you would like seeds from the 
flowering plants or shrubs - just let me know. 
Pauline - You asked about the 4 distinct native plant regions in Washington.  They are: coastal, northwest 
forest, alpine and eastern.  I would have liked to have represented the Palouse region, but we just didn’t 
have that much space.  It also would have been difficult to truck in the special soil that can only be found 
in that part of the nation.  What a view from your kitchen window!  It is lovely! 
Connie - I ordered many of your seeds from the seed exchange list.  I hope my plants will look as good as 
yours do in the photos.  I do not belong to the Des Moines Garden Club. (I work in Des Moines but live in 
Auburn, WA).  We do have members of the Des Moines Garden Club come up to our campus 
occasionally.  Thank you for thinking of me. 
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Jean-Louis - Thank you for the seeds of P. leonensis.  I’ll let you know how it performs in the Pacific 
Northwest.  My horticultural friends are amused with the idea of American native plants growing in 
France.  You mentioned your Great Basin Garden and the construction of the Great Plains garden.  What 
other American ecosystems do you have represented?  Your stationery letterhead implies that you have a 
plant nursery.  Is this so? 
Ramona - I hope your cataract surgeries went well.  I  leave most of my acreage natural, as you have 
done.  There are too many animals that are dependent on this land as their home. We have two bald eagles 
over-wintering on our property this year.  While in flight, they turn upside down, lock talons and scream 
at each other.  I think their behavior is either a territorial display or courtship behavior.  Anyway, it is a 
spectacular sight!  We also have nesting, piliated woodpeckers.  They are huge birds and look like 
“Woody Woodpecker”.  Hope your husband is still in good health. 
Jack - Thank you for the tip on Northwest Native Seed with their current address.  Your plans for 
“sprucing up” your garden this spring sound like they will keep you busy.  When does spring come to 
Wisconsin?  (By the time this letter gets back to you, all your garden chores will probably be done). 
 
 
Pauline Olthof, Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
February 3, 2000 
 
Last week the other Robin I’m in arrived and fortunately I was able to answer that right away and send it 
flying on, for just after that, this Robin arrived, but also I was at the University of Calgary Herbarium and 
discovered that the contents of “my” cabinet there had been transferred to a “new” cabinet - and messed 
up terribly!  So I did have to work on that first, and am still not through with that chore, for I discovered a 
large stack of plants that had been dried but not as yet mounted, so I took the entire stack home with me 
and mounted them.  That took two days, for they have to dry and then I can’t use the cardboard on which 
they dry for other plants.  Anyway, that has been finished now, and I have also been able to get out and 
handle most of the early days-of-the-month payments that are not automatic through my bank, and there 
were some extras this time around as well, so that took its own little time too.  The rest of the chores, such 
as vacuuming the house, just will have to wait until this Robin can be sent flying again! 
No garden news: the garden has a light cover of snow, and only some dead stalks are showing through.  It 
will still be at least 3 more months before anything will show up. 
Connie - First of all, I hope Ray has no further problems now!  Hip operations can be very nasty, and I 
hope he can walk well again!  Even if it is only a small stretch.  And yes, after not having been able to 
look after one’s garden, it is dismal how much work one finds when one finally can go back to it!  But it 
is then also nice to tidy again.  Don’t overdo it though!  The purple flowers in the photo of the slope seen 
from my kitchen window are Hedysarum bareale var. mackenzii, so named by E.H. Moss in “The Flora 
of Alberta”, 1959 and 1983 (2nd ed.), so that is what I called the slope because of the enormous areas there 
that were simply covered with those Hedyshrum.  Later, we had a small group of California quail gorge 
themselves on the seeds.  These are birds that have been introduced here, I don’t know for what reason, 
for hunting in this area in the middle of the city is, of course, not permitted.  We also have at least one 
pair of pheasants, and every once in a while, the male struts past the “crows”, it’s a strange and not very 
pleasant sound, but the gorgeous plumage makes up for it very well.  We don’t have many songbirds here 
because of the overpopulation of magpies, and only sparrows dare the magpies and occasionally a pair of 
redtail hawks soar over the golf course down in the valley.  Last fall, I was walking over that slope in the 
picture when I met a tiny grey vole on what I think is a rabbit path.  It looked at me curiously from jet-
black eyes and didn’t even hurry to get out of the way, so I was able to see it quite well, it was an 
attractive little thing. 
Ramona - I hope you have very good sight now, and that the operation wasn’t too scary.  They don’t put 
you under for this operation, I know from a friend who also had it, now 2 years ago, and she has really 
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benefitted greatly from it, so I hope you have too!  Glad the maps are so useful at your end!  I simply 
“found” them when I was tidying up my files, and they had just been sitting there, so I am glad they found 
a much better purpose now!  Yes, that money has also enabled me since the last Robin to buy a new car!!  
I now drive a Toyota RAV-4, which is a small and rather elegant trucklet or runabout as they call this 
type of vehicle here, but you do sit higher than in an ordinary car, and that makes a lot of difference in 
traffic: you can SEE what is going on around you, and that is extremely helpful, I find.  It’s also easier to 
get in and out because it is higher and you don’t have to fold up yourself.  It is 4-wheel drive, for which I 
also have had reason to be grateful, what with a few days of very icy roads, just after I had had winter 
tires put on!  So far about the RAV.  NO travel, though, I just don’t feel like it.  Instead, I will take up 
rowing again in the spring - after some 40 years!!  I do exercises to “tune in” right now. 
Jean-Louis - Thank you for the seeds!!  That will be very interesting to see what is going to come up in 
the spring!  I won’t sow them yet, for the garden is still under some snow, and that may not be such a 
good idea, but as soon as the soil can be worked, I’ll put them in and then see what will happen.  I hope 
they are not going to be too tall!  I’ll start them at the back, so if they are tall, it still won’t matter so 
much.  Yes, Thea Unzer, who is in other  APS Robins, and who lives in Schoneiche, just east of Berlin, 
also wrote about the dryness in Europe and about some fearful storms and floods you have had in 
southeastern parts of France, so I hope your gardens survived all these “attacks” and are not too much 
damaged! 
I do not know of any particular plant indicators of Ca in the soil, but vinegar should of course start 
calcareous soil frothing, although one can’t expect everyone who wants to know about the Ca content of 
soil to pour out vinegar!!  Thank you for the species name of the Astragalus: A. racemosus.  I didn’t 
know about the Stanleya sp. at all.  But then, we don’t have any Stanleya in Alberta, nor is there any in 
Holland or adjacent areas, and I looked it up in my Dutch flora and didn’t find it, so it does indeed not 
occur in Holland, but I did find a bright yellow-flowered Stanleya pinnata in the Golden Guide to Field 
Identification, Wildflowers of North America, and it is a Crucifer.  So I learned something again, thank 
you. 
     Jack - You wanted to know more about the “Plant Watch” program.  This is a Canada-wide program 
to record first coming-up plants in the spring and first blooming, then first seed.  We were given a list of 
15 plants, and told to select several that grow within a reasonable distance of where each of us lives, and 
then check the selected plants from some date in the early spring on, every few days and record when the 
first leaves and the flowers appear.  This is a phenology survey, which is “the study of the timing of 
events that occur every year in the lives of plants or animals.”  The dates so obtained are compared to 10-
year averages to see whether any particular spring was early, normal or late.  This information is useful 
for determining when best to plant crops or garden plants, shrubs, etc.  This information in turn can be 
used in many ways such as to determine long-term climatic changes, and even to predict insect outbreaks, 
although I myself can’t quite see how that last can be done.  Such surveys can also show where some of 
the more rare plants can still be found, so that maybe measures can be taken to protect those that are still 
left.  I won’t enclose the booklet because I may well need it in March - probably well before this Robin 
comes back to me, and that would mean that I wouldn’t be able to do the work properly and fill in the 
forms contained in the booklet as I make my observations, and that won’t do, of course. 
Linda - Thank you for the two folders, “Washington State Plant Habitat Garden” and “Native Plant 
Habitat Garden”.  It is indeed an excellent idea and a pity you won’t be able to include the Palouse 
Prairie.  I will be xeroxing both, for I do intend to travel to Washington, for I wanted to see Ginkgo 
Petrified Forest Nat’l Monument in Vantage and see if I can there acquire a better branch of Ginkgo 
biloba for the University Herbarium.  I found to my consternation that several students had no idea what 
Ginkgo biloba is or what it looks like, and I wanted a good branch for them to see as well as to make a 
watercolor painting of it to hang up!  (No half measures!!!).  While I would then be going to the center of 
the State, I was also hoping to see Dry Falls, Roosevelt Lake, etc., in the eastern half of the State in the 
“lava country”.  I did get to see some of that, but that was in 1980, just after Mount St. Helens erupted, 
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and we had all been “captive” in the Columbia River Gorge in Oregon for several days, so that I had to 
really race through to get back to Calgary, for I was supposed to be back at work the Monday following it 
all!  I did take the time to visit Ohme Gardens, though, and found it very lovely indeed! 
So that’s “it” again for this time around.  After xeroxing the two folders Linda enclosed, this Robin will 
be set flying again to Connie. 
 
Connie Marsch, Sunnyside, WA 
February 25, 2000 
 
     Like everyone else, I find that there is more to do than I have time for, no matter what time of year it 
is. 
     There isn’t much penstemon news right now except to tell you that more of the seeds which I planted 
last year are finally sprouting, including a few P. cobaea, P. euglaucus, P. attenuatus yellow and P. 
cardwellii-alba.  Once more, proof that some of them take two years to germinate.  They will soon be big 
enough to transplant into individual pots. 
     At present, I am in the process of sterilizing some used potting soil and used pots.  When that chore is 
finished, I will stratify several kinds of penstemon seeds to use for a large planting, which my garden club 
plans to start at the local police station.  Other kinds of Washington wildflowers will be used there also. 
First, let me thank Jean-Louis for letting me know that the penstemon, which I am so fond of, is NOT P. 
havardi.  What a disappointment!  Now I have an unnamed favorite.  I will have to let the seed exchange 
know that my seeds are mis-labeled.  I hope they will put the information into the next “Bulletin” also.  I 
got the seed from the Exchange a couple of years ago, but cannot remember who provided  it.  Thank you 
for the P. leonensis seed.  I will start it at the same time as my other seed. 
Ramona: I hope your cataract surgery went well.  I was scheduled to have my right eye done this month, 
but ran into some other health problems, which have delayed it.  I certainly hope that I can get it done 
soon.  Our winter has been very mild, and my bulb plants are already coming up, and there are crocus and 
snow-drops blooming, as well as one of the wild lomatiums in my spruce garden. 
Jack: From all the weather reports, it sounds as though you have had some REAL winter lately.  We 
haven’t had enough snow to add up to more than a couple of inches at a time and not enough rain either, 
though they keep predicting “showers”. 
Linda: I have friends who live in Auburn.  Perhaps, if I can remember to take your phone number with 
me, I can try to call you the next time I get over that way.  My son lives in Silverdale and has piliated 
woodpeckers in the woods around his house.  The Washington Native Plant Habitat Garden sounds 
fascinating.  I would love to see it.   
Pauline: Thank you for wishing Ray well.  He has recovered well from the hip surgery, but at 73 is 
having difficulty regaining his strength.  He purchased a computer last year and spends a lot of time, 
when he is at home, “playing” with it.  We are really looking forward to doing lots of camping this 
summer.  My husband died in mid-October, after spending five years in the nursing home.  I think he 
recognized me up until the end, but did not know anyone else, or what was happening around him, so it 
was a blessing.  I had already done most of my grieving, so it did not affect me very badly.  My children 
felt the same way.  We also have lots of magpies, and I am constantly chasing them out of my trees.  They 
don’t even seem to be afraid of my cats!  I love to watch the birds at my back yard feeder and out at my 
private campground, though there don’t seem to be as many different kinds there as there used to be.  A 
happy spring and summer to you all! 
 
 
 
Ramona Osburn, Jacksonville, OR 
March 22, 2000 



 

 
I didn’t realize so much time had passed since I received the robin.  The income tax and a bunch of other 
stuff has taken up a lot of my time.  There hasn’t even been an opportunity to work in the rock garden, 
which pains me to no end. Flowers are starting to bloom here, but not as much as in Medford, which is at 
a lower elevation.  Daffodils, Iris unguicularis, Cyclamen, Buttercups, Anemones, etc., mostly just the 
early bloomers.I’ve mostly started over with Penstemons.  Some of my original ones petered out, but 
fortunately they are easy to grow. 
Jean-Louis: Thank you for the seed of P. leonensis.  It sounds quite interesting, and it will be fun to see 
how it does in the gardens of our robin members.  We have so many manzanitas here that I don’t try to 
grow them from seed.  So far they haven’t come up in the main rock garden, but they often germinate in 
places where they will crowd out the small plants.  Both manzanitas and madrones are beautiful shrubs, 
and I am very glad to have them, as well as all the other native plants of the area, such as Philadelphis, 
Holodiscus, Mahonia aquifolium, Ceanothus cuneatus and integerimus, and even Symphoricarpos, which 
can become rampant. 
Jack: I do envy you to be able to visit Jean-Louis’ wonderful gardens.  Actually my cataracts hadn’t 
reached the stage where they had affected my eyesight, but I thought I should have them removed because 
they eventually cause blindness.  But now that they are gone more sunlight gets into my eyes, and I have 
to wear sunglasses all the time when I am driving. 
Linda: Your native plant habitat garden sounds absolutely fascinating, and also sounds like a lot of work.  
How long ago did you start it?  I haven’t planted seeds this year, but would like to try Abies lasiocarpa.  
I’ve always admired it in the wild.  Are there any of my shrubs that you would like to have seeds of?  Our 
wildlife is mostly birds.  I put bird seed outside the dining room window so that I can watch the birds.  
There are about 50 juncos, as well as quail, doves, towhees, and, of course, jay birds, both Stellar and 
California.  A squirrel with a huge fluffy tail also visits.  I love to watch the chipmunk.  He sits up and 
flicks his tail while he eats.  He’s still in hibernation.  My husband is in fairly good health, but is unsteady 
on his feet.  I worry that he will fall and hurt himself when I need to be away.  So far he has been 
fortunate. 
Pauline: The cataract surgery isn’t scary at all.  The doctor numbed by eyes with eye drops, and I 
couldn’t feel any pain at all.  I’ve seen Stanleya in New Mexico, and probably elsewhere in the West.  It 
is an interesting shrub, but I don’t believe it was in bloom when I saw it.  Your Toyota RAV-4 sounds 
like a great car for a plant person, and I know what you mean about 4-wheel drive.  Wagon Trail is up 
hill.  One winter it was icy, and my car went up the hill just fine, passing a pickup that was spinning its 
wheels. 
Connie: I don’t remember what the Penstemon looked like that Jean-Louis says is not P. havardii.  Could 
it have been P. harbourii?   The names are so similar.  P. harbourii is about 2-5 inches tall, mat-like, with 
lilac-purple flowers.  It grows on high summits in Colorado, and is one that I would really like to see in 
the wild.  I’ve only read about it.  It is so sad when a person has to spend five years in a nursing home, 
even when the person doesn’t recognize anyone or know what is happening around him.  I would rather 
go when I am still in possession of my faculties.  But I guess we don’t have much choice about that.  Yes, 
a happy spring and summer to everybody.  
 
Jean-Louis Latil, France 
June 16, 2000 
 
I must apologize for the delay in answering.  I am more and more busy....   Winter was long, cold and 
fairly dry.  Our first daughter arrived in winter, her name is Colline, she is now almost 8 months old, so 
we are going through some major life style changes....  It was the greatest news for us this year. 
My Great Plains garden is not finished, but I was ready for planting the dry part in the spring after 30 tons 
of gravel, sand and pebbles. I planted there cactuses and yuccas and many xeric Great Plains natives.  I 
tried some penstemons: P. albidus, P. ambiguus, P. angustifolius, P. auriberbis, P. eriantherus, P. 



 

grandiflorus, P. jamesii and P. secundiflorus.  These plants were grown under my cold greenhouse.  It is 
of course too early to tell something.  Spring was very dry here, so the plants did not grow very well.  
Most of the spring flowered penstemons were in full bloom in May, and I had many very good surprises 
with species I planted in sand under my cold greenhouse.  This year I experimented to plant seedlings of 
xeric species (several hundreds!) in pots filled with pure sand.  You will find enclosed some pictures of 
penstemons.  Not enough time to do more. 
In June 2001, with a friend of mine (another nursery man), our wives, and myself  plan to visit some parts 
of your Pacific Northwest.  We would like to visit some nurseries: Mt. Tahoma Nursery, Heronswood 
Nursery Ldt and Collector’s Nursery (WA) and maybe Joy Creek Nursery (OR).  We plan to rent a car 
and ride from Seattle to Yellowstone National Park (WY) via northern Idaho and western Montana: it was 
the last part of the Lewis & Clark trail.  One of my secret dreams is to visit the Columbia basin. Then, we 
plan to ride back via the Snake river and Columbia river or something like that (the last part of Nuttall’s 
transcontinental expedition).  At this time, it is only a project.  Do you have suggestions about the best 
places to see plants in June.  I would like to buy good maps of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana.  
Do you know an address?  If possible, we will be happy to visit with some of you. 
Jack: You will be welcome at my home when you come to Provence in 2001.  I hope it is not in June 
when we will be in the United States.  I had very good contacts with some of the nurseries you 
recommended to me in your last e-mail.  I entered a very interesting plant exchange program with Mt. 
Tahoma Nursery.  Thanks a lot.  Ron Ratko’s seed list is always quite good.  Alan Bradshaw (Alplains) 
has also a very good catalogue. 
Linda: Yes, I am the owner of a small nursery in the southeast of France, and I specialize in north 
American natives.  At this time, I have represented only two American ecosystems.  I started to plant 
another place with trees of the Pacific Northwest regions, but this kind of ecosystem needs extra summer 
watering, and this part of my yard is far from the house.  I planted there: Pinus contorta, Pinus 
ponderosa, Pinus monticola, Abies grandis, Picea engelmannii, Acer circinatum and Thuya plicata.  Your 
garden in Des Moines sounds very interesting.  I hope to visit you next year.  Most of the species of your 
eastern Washington plant habitat garden are grown successfully here.  I failed with some species: 
Ceanothus velutinus, Balsamorhiza hookeri, Wyethia sp. and Lewisia rediviva.  I would be very interested 
in trying seed of the following species: Oemleria cerasiformis, Vaccinium parvifolium, Quercus 
garryana, Trillium ovatum, Ribes lacustre, Anemone occidentalis and Empetrum nigrum. 
           Pauline: Two tempests crossed France the week before Christmas, the first one crossed the 
northern part of France and the second one the southwest part of France, both were terrible for people, 
houses and trees.  Locally, there were winds at more than 100 miles per hour.  The southeast part of 
France was not affected, just some storms and winds at 100 km/h. 
          Connie: P. cobaea is now in bloom in the garden.  It is a long-lived species for me and produces 
many seedlings in the dry part of the garden.  It is one of my favorites.  P. euglaucus is a nice ground 
cover but not a good bloomer for me.  Please let me know if your P. cardwellii alba is true from seed. 
         Ramona: I am now growing several species of the genera Mahonia, Holodiscus, Philadelphus and 
Symphoricarpos without any problem.  Ceanothus are quite difficult to grow here and always no 
germination with manzanitas. 
 
 
Jack Ferreri, Verona, WI  
August 9, 2000 
 
      Linda - Welcome aboard!  You asked when spring comes to Wisconsin.  My rock garden, which is 
basically a spring garden, is at its peak usually in later April or early May.  My wife’s large perennial 
garden peaks in mid-July.  At the other end of the season, we have to have our bulbs in by Thanksgiving 
for any chance of their success.  By late October, there’s little in bloom, and it’s time for cleanup.   But 



 

that late spring is wonderful after a long and cold winter (typically gets down to twenty below, but the last 
three winters have been about ten degrees milder). 
     Pauline - “Plant Watch” sounds like a useful program.  Helps keep track of long-term changes in the 
environment. 
     Ramona - Congrats on the cataract surgery.  My wife had the laser correction surgery about three 
years ago, and she raves about how it’s changed her life.  I hope to visit Jean-Louis in September of 2001.  
And yes, I’m sending copies of this Robin to Dale for the Bulletin. 
     Jean-Louis - I’ll be in Provence in September, 2001, so I’ll contact you before then.  Would like to 
stop in and see your gardens and nursery. . . and new daughter!  Sorry I couldn’t make it to the European 
APS meeting.  I trust it was enjoyable.  Thea Unzer said she had a good time, although it was rather rainy. 
     I can’t give you a good place to buy maps of the Pacific Northwest, but if you’re on the Internet, you 
can probably find good resources there.  Do you want driving maps or off-road maps?  The best to you 
all. 
 
Robin E, Hybrids 
 
Dale Lindgren, North Platte, NE 
January 13, 2000 
 
     Although most of you are not directly involved in releasing new varieties, I would like to remind 
everyone of the value of registering new penstemon names with the APS.  Recently there was a new 
release from Colorado of P. grandiflorus called, “Prairie Jewel”.  There was also another Penstemon 
release called, “Prairie Jewels” about 25 years ago.  This near duplication of names can lead to  confusion 
and could be  avoided by registering names before releasing a selection.  I hope to address this subject in 
a future issue of the bulletin. 
     As far as ideas to recognize Bruce Meyers, the APS may want to consider an award of merit to be 
made in his name. 
     I am sometimes cautious about sharing the information about the crosses I made that have successfully 
produced seed, not because I do not want to share the information but  because I have found out that these 
crosses are sometimes nothing more than selfing, based on the F1 and F2 progeny studies. 
      Here is a list of some of the 1999 crosses with the number of seed produced in parenthesis: 

P. gracilis x clutei (3), grandiflorus (2), ‘Husker Red’ (2), pallidus (43), palmeri (1), 
albertinus (51), alpinus (10); 

 P. grandiflorus x pallidus (70), cyaneus (65); 
P. ‘Husker Red’ x clutei (2), gracilis (7), palmerii (1), Rhondo (1), fruticosus (5), 

canescens (14); 
 P. pallidus x grandiflorus (35), hirsutus (25); 
 P. tubaeflorus x ‘Husker Red’ (58); 
 P. hirsutus x ‘Husker Red’ (3), grandiflorus (4) 
 I have also made a few crosses using P. cobaea as a parent in 1998.  I am keeping my fingers 
crossed that the plants produced from using P. cobaea as a parent will survive and flower.  The foliage 
looks very nice.  
     Pat: The influence of light and other factors on flower color need to be investigated.  I sometimes push 
soil around the base of the penstemon plants in the field to encourage rooting on the stems.  Sometimes it 
works, and sometimes it doesn’t.  Growing plants is a challenge at times, no matter where you live.  Slugs 
are generally not a problem here, but we have wind, drought, insects and gophers.  One time the 
neighbor’s pigs got loose and went right through our plots, rooting as they went.  All the farmer said 
when he came to get his pigs was, “Sue me if you want to”.   Jim Swayne from Washington recently 



 

contacted me about flowering time of penstemon.  It would be nice to build a database on ‘time of 
flowering’ over locations.  A set of standard plants could be included as base plants to work from. 
     Peter: We are seeing more penstemon selections being released each year.  And like the P. 
heterophyllus you described with different forms, I feel that some of the new selections are no different 
than past ones previously released.  Plus, as happens quite often, what we think we order is often quite 
different than what we get.  The ‘Bruce Meyers’ hybrids do quite well for us here in central Nebraska.   
We have a very nice selection from a cross with Bruce Meyer’s selections with a white tube and red lips.  
It has done well for two years.  I hope we can get it tested, documented and released.  One thing we are 
required to do is test plants at several locations for several years before the University will authorize a 
release.  I know some programs will select and release new selections within a very short time.  Our 
‘Agnes Laing’ is still alive. 
     Andrea:  It was nice getting to visit with you in person in Santa Fe.  I would still like to pursue 
fingerprinting of some of the hybrid penstemon.   This should be very useful for those of us who dabble in 
penstemon breeding.  These techniques would also be useful to determine if progeny are actually a true 
cross between species. 
     Ken:  The only time we see hummingbirds in western Nebraska is when they are migrating.  About the 
first week in September I see them on honeysuckles and occasionally on penstemon and/or cannas.  I have 
enjoyed your new publication on nomenclature.  I use it very frequently. 
     Jim:  What a wealth of information in your robin letter.  I am looking forward to your article on P. 
grandiflorus.  We have had several Proceri that appear to be quite nice as a groundcover.  They usually 
flower sparsely for us, but the foliage is nice, less than 4” tall. Our ‘Prairie Splendor’ varies in 
hardiness/survival.  It will live for 3 to 4 years in cultivated plots but appears to last longer when grown 
with some of the native bunch-type grasses.  It appears to have less disease when growing with the native 
grasses, than in a weed-free/plant-free situation. 
 
 
 
 
Pat Halligan, Freeland, WA  
March 8, 2000 
 
     I have been overwhelmed by my growing breeding programs developing red lepidote rhododendrons 
and bird pollinated gladiolus and watsonias.  I find that I no longer have the bench space available to 
seriously breed penstemons.   So I should probably be removed from the breeders’ roundtable.  I will 
continue to breed penstemons, but only with the limited goal of producing plants that are well-adapted to 
my climate, and that will self sow well in my area.  I will be doing this mainly in sections Humiles, 
Proceri and Saccanthera using species that grow well for me. 
     I’m still hoping that my P. baccharifolius will finally bloom, so I can try crossing it with P. serrulatus.  
I just don’t seem to get enough heat to get it to bloom in my marine climate.  In fact, I find that I am 
unable to grow any plants that require heat.  For example, I tried to grow several types of Asclepias.  
During cool summers, they never broke dormancy and remained dormant until the next year!  Luckily, 
many types of penstemons do not require much heat, especially montane and northwest species. 
     I’ll always enjoy collecting, growing and breeding penstemons because I find them to be beautiful and 
interesting plants to collect and grow.  But I’m afraid that my breeding results will not be very interesting 
except to people living in the soggier parts of the northwest. 
 
 
Ken Lodewick, Eugene, OR  
March 13, 2000 
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     Very little to report from here.  All of you should know that we finally got the Key to the Genus 
Penstemon in print.  Dale, Peter and Andrea got copies.  Already there have been some additions.  The 
first one was an error in judgment on our part, we tend to take the work of Frank Crosswhite with too 
many grains of salt.  Ellen Wilde called us on it, seems like P. griffenii is a legitimate species.  The other, 
P. metcalfei, was discovered by others and published in a legitimate publication.  It was sent to us by 
Ellen Wilde. 
     The Key has been selling slowly, somewhat over 100 copies are out there in the public use.  Shan 
Cunningham gave us an order for ten copies, five of which went to him/her, and the other five we were to 
distribute to place and/or people who would use them.  So far, we have presented two (Andrea Wolfe and 
Lane Community College in Eugene where they have a very good botany course).  We intend to present 
another to the Berry Botanic Garden Library on March 27.  Mrs. A.C.U. Berry was an APS member and 
had an excellent garden with many unusual plants.  It is in a suburb of Portland.  The director of the 
Garden will be speaking to our native plant society on that date. 
     Though we are working entirely with species, seeing which ones can be crossed is interesting.  If you 
continue following Bruce Meyers thinking, we may find many possibilities in sectional crosses. 
     I kept track of the plants we had that flowered and the length of flowering seasons.  If you can use it, I 
will send the three or four rolls of records that I have.  One year the first Penstemon bloomed on April 1st.  
The last bloom was February 15th the following year. 
     Dale: The new Nomenclature isn’t done yet, still working on it, though it is close.  Robin and I are 
doing checking to get all references identified (there still a few that are not) and at least one new source 
checked, if our library has it.   We are working with the “Oregon Flora Project” which is publishing a new 
Flora of Oregon, setting up a website on Oregon Flora, etc. 
     Andrea: Some of your work sounds similar to what Albert David Every did on Dasantheras for a 
doctorate thesis in 1977.  Title is, “Biosystematics of Penstemon Sub-genus Dasanthera - a Naturally 
Hybridizing Species Complex”.  It is available from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI. 
     Jim: Do you have a chance to get better drainage to your hybrids?  We live on a similar clay situation.  
We built some beds out of 1-1/2 inch  crushed gravel with some topsoil and compost mixed in.  It drained 
just fine and plants thrived in it for about 15 years before we abandoned the beds.  Some of the Easterners 
survived in a bed with a slope, allowing good drainage.  We still have P. leavigatus, P. digitalis and P. 
campanulatus in the latter bed.  Winter protection in the wild is usually snow cover.  Most of the plants 
you saw in the lava at McKenzie summit are under about twenty feet of snow during the winter. 
      Peter: P. davidsonii seems to prefer the lavas in the Cascade Range, we have seen it nowhere else. 
 
 
 
 
Jim Ault, Glencoe, IL 
May 1, 2000 
 
   An early spring this year, and plants are up in the greenhouse, so I have initiated the annual event of 
figuring out where all the new plants will go.  A good time to take stock of last year’s activities. The 
number of Penstemon crosses attempted in 1999 was down from the previous year as yet again I 
narrowed the focus of the Penstemon breeding, and expanded the space allocated to the Baptisia and 
Echinacea breeding.  1999 was a very dry year here, which of course the Penstemons for the most part 
weathered admirably.   
     One group that did suffer was the section Proceri species (P. attenuatus, P. confertus, P. procerus, P. 
rydbergii) under evaluation, which I was trialing in moist shade.  Not the typical Penstemon habitat, but 
one this group seems tolerant of and a common gardening condition in midwestern urban gardens.  Due to 
some construction work at the Garden, I had to move these plants to a full sun location in August, which 



 

was not to their liking.   So few are left.  My general impression is that this group is better-grown in 
cooler climates, or perhaps as rock garden subjects.  The blue-violet flowered species mentioned above 
bloom well here, but the flowers tend to fade too quickly.  My personal favorite has been the yellow form 
of P. confertus, which has bloomed nicely three years running now in the rock garden.  Full sun seems to 
enhance the yellow color.  Someone with access to the wild populations should collect cuttings from 
plants with clear yellow flower color, and cross them to try to broaden both the garden adaptability and 
deepen the flower color of the offspring. 
     Here are the 1999 crosses.  This does not include six crosses attempted within the P. kunthii – x. 
Mexicali – ‘Papal Purple’ grex I am working with, as these latter crosses were inadvertently removed 
during deadheading late in the season.   
    
#99037   P. strictus x [‘Prairie Dusk’ x strictus] 
                X   P. [‘Rose Elf’ x strictus] x sib     
                 <50 seeds produced 
#99038   P. [‘Rose Elf’ x strictus] x sib 
                X   P. strictus x [‘Prairie Dusk’  strictus]  
                 <50 seeds produced 
 
 
# 99040 P. [‘Elfin Pink’ x barbatus var torreyi] x ‘Prairie Dusk’ 
                 X   P. strictus x {‘Prairie Dusk’ x strictus  
                  <50 seeds produced 
#99042 P. strictus x [‘Prairie Dusk’ x strictus] 
                 X   P. [‘Elfin Pink’ x barbatus var torreyi] 
              >50 seeds produced 
#99041 P. [‘Elfin Pink’ x barbatus var torreyi] x’Prairie Dusk’ 
                 X P. [‘Rose Elf’ x strictus] x sib 
                  0 seed produced 
#99043 P. [‘Rose Elf’ x strictus] x sib 
                 X  P. [‘Elfin Pink’ x barbatus var torreyi] x ‘Prairie Dusk’        <50 seeds produced  
#99045 P.[‘Priarie Dusk’ x eatonii] 
                 X  sib 
                  <50 seeds 
#99091 P. grandiflorus ‘Alba’ 
                 X P. murrayanus 
                  <50 seeds 
#99096 P. grandiflorus ‘Seeba Hybrid’ rose 
                 X P. murrayanus 
                  >50 seeds 
      
Crosses 99037 and 99038; 99040 and 99042; and 99041 and 99043 are reciprocal crosses. 
 
     As you can tell from the parents, most of these crosses continue to combine species and hybrids across 
the sections Habroanthus and Elmigera, not unlike the work at North Platte over the years.  These groups 
have shown the best garden adaptability, floriferousness, and persistence here in Chicago.  As previously 
reported here, I am striving for compact plants with sturdy, upright flower stems, duration of bloom, and 
clear flower colors that don’t fade over time. 
     P. ‘Prairie Dusk’ has proven to be such a workhorse.  I grow more impressed with this selection with 
each passing year.  I have had the same six plants in a heavy clay soil for five years now; no individual 



 

plants of any other hybrid or species have persisted as long here.  If I can duplicate the habit and 
persistence of P. ‘Prairie Dusk’, but with different flower colors and morphologies, I will be pleased.  
     The cross 99042 is especially interesting, as both of the parents are good plants in themselves; they are 
very similar to ‘Prairie Dusk, but with darker violet flowers, and the seed parent has unusually large 
flowers for the grex.  I also collected open-pollinated seed from the latter plant to ensure I did not lose the 
genes represented in it. 
     And of course, I continue the P. grandiflorus breeding.  This project has moved slower due to the 
(mostly) biennial nature of the plants, and so timing the selections to bloom in the same season has been a 
bit tricky.  But I was able to cross both a deep rose-colored selection and the alba form of P. grandiflorus 
with P. murrayanus in 1999.  This is a repeat of the Fred Fate cross made in 1935, but perhaps with 
selections of P. grandiflorus not available to him (I am not aware if any records exist describing his 
parent plants).  P. murrayanus is an orange-red flowered species from Texas, with multiple flower stems 
up to 5’ tall.  It has not proven hardy here, so the progeny of the aforementioned cross may prove 
somewhat tender as well.  Time will tell.  Most exciting though is the possibility of robust plants with a 
spectrum of flower colors, perhaps even some true orange or red forms. 
 
An update of previously mentioned crosses: 
 
1997 crosses 
P. [barbatus var torreyi x 'Elfin Pink'] x wislizenii – planted out 92 more plants in 1999 from the 1997 
cross, plants all survived the season, none bloomed; most survived into 2000 spring. 
 
P. [subglaber x cyaneus] – plants all dead by end of 1999 season, none bloomed. 
 
P. ['Rose Elf' x strictus] x ['Prairie Dusk' x strictus] – seven plants survived into 1999, all bloomed, stems 
were 18” tall with average violet-blue flowers that faded quickly.  Stems all lodged.  Discarded. 
 
P. strictus x ['Prairie Dusk' x strictus] – started the season with two plants, both attractive with a P. 
‘Prairie Dusk’ habit but with darker violet flowers.  One plant with larger flowers used in crosses. 
 
P. ['Elfin Pink' x barbatus var torreyi] x 'Prairie Dusk' – two plants with compact flower stems to18" tall, 
flowers similar to P. 'Prairie Dusk' in morphology, but a mottled light pink in color.  No crosses attempted 
with these, both dead by end of season. 
 
P. ['Prairie Dusk' x eatonii] – started 1999 with nine plants, all bloomed with tall (to 36”), leaning stems, 
floriferous, flowers all violet/purple, constricted throat on most would indicate these are the listed parents.  
Open-pollinated seed collected from most compact plant to check flower color segregation. 
 
P. ['Rose Elf' x 'Prairie Dusk'] x 'Prairie Dusk' – started 1999 with three plants, very vigorous, many 
flower stems each plant, 24"-30" tall, one plant more compact, flowers more dense on stem, attractive 
violet flowers all three plants, secund.  Have not used in crossing. 
 
P.  ['Elfin Pink' x barbatus var torreyi] x ['Rose Elf' x 'Prairie Dusk'] – only one plant survived into 1999, 
weak, discarded. 
 
P. [cardinalis var. regalis x barbatus] – plants all died during the wet spring of 1999 prior to blooming.   
 
1998 crosses 
P. [barbatus var torreyi x 'Elfin Pink'] x P. ‘Mesa’ -- a few bloomed in 1999, attractive dark pink flowers, 
good plant survival into 2000. 



 

 
P. [x Mexicali x kunthii hybrid] xx ['Giant Flowered Hybrid] – plants vigorous, bloomed well in 1999, but 
very disappointing, flowers not much larger than P. x Mexicali parent, many with a constricted throat (not 
attractive), all a faded, unattractive light violet.  Not completely hardy as only 12 of 40 plants survived 
from 1999 into 2000. 
 
P. [x Mexicali x kunthii hybrid] x sib – seed failed to germinate.  As with some other crosses previously 
made, a full-sib cross that failed to produce viable seed.  A sign of inbreeding depression? 
 
P. [x Mexicali hybrid x kunthii hybrid] xx [kunthii hybrid x 'Papal Purple’] --  flower size, plant habits 
fairly uniform and typical of the grex; most plants with rich magenta flowers, one with near red flowers, 
six with rich burgundy flowers, all but one of these with flowers intermediate in size to the parents.  
Reasonably hardy, as 59 out of 85 plants survived from 1999 to 2000.   
 
P. [‘Cerise Kissed’ x ‘Giant Flowered Hybrid’]  -- plants bloomed much of the summer of 1999, flowers 
large to 4 cm long by 3.5 cm wide, all with clear white throats, outside of tube violet to magenta.  
Selected one plant with vibrant magenta lips, took cuttings to maintain.  Will try to cross with P. x 
Mexicali in 2000. 
 
P. ['Elfin Pink' x barbatus var. torreyi] x 'Hyacinth Flowered'] xx ['Elfin Pink' x barbatus var. torreyi] – 
did not bloom in 1999, but vigorous and hardy, as 111 of 112 plants survived into 2000. 
 
General comments 
As in previous seasons, the P. x Mexicali types put on a good show in 1999, blooming from midsummer 
until frost.  The complex I am working with now includes Bruce Meyer’s Mexicali hybrid, P. kunthii, P. 
‘Papal Purple’, and an unnamed, large-flowered hybrid all thrown in the hopper.  I cannot claim that I 
have significantly improved on the original P. x Mexicali type, but do have some plants with very vibrant 
burgundy flowers that did not fade in the summer heat.  Efforts will continue to develop a good red-
flowered form, and also larger-flowered forms without sacrificing hardiness.  In 2000, I will evaluate the 
following cultivars as possible additions to the grex: P. ‘Blackbird’, ‘Garnet’, ‘Raven’, ‘Razzle Dazzle’, 
and ‘Midnight’ (=’Russian River’), all nonhardy (in Chicago) selections but with larger, intensely colored 
flowers, and P. x Mexicali ‘Pike’s Peak Purple’ and ‘Red Rocks’. 
     As in previous reports, the P. grandiflorus I grew in the clay soils of the botanic garden all died after 
blooming in their second year; however, plants bloomed for the fourth year in a row at home in a raised 
gravel bed.  The number of plants remaining has dwindled to about 33% of what I started with though.  A 
few seedlings have volunteered, but not sufficient to be considered weedy.  The interest in this species is 
increasing, as several new selections have been released in recent years; very appropriate for one of the 
showiest of all U.S. wildflowers! 
     As I review my database, I am chagrined to discover that I have yet to attempt to cross P. grandiflorus 
with P. ‘Prairie Dusk’ or progeny thereof; likely long shots to succeed, but a combination I will attempt 
this year. P. ‘Prairie Fire’ is reportedly a cross of P. grandiflorus with ‘Flathead Lake’ (a progenitor of 
‘Prairie Dusk’), but I fail to see any P. grandiflorus influence in the plants of “Prairie Fire’ I have 
observed.  Also worth trying this year will be the P. x Mexicali complex with P. ‘Prairie Dusk’, another 
admittedly long shot combination I have yet to try. 
 
     Dale:  Some interesting crosses you made in 1999.  I am assembling the Eastern sect. Penstemon 
(digitalis, tubaeflorus, multiflorus, hirsutus, canescens, pallidus) with the thought of making some of the 
same crosses.  The variable chromosome numbers in this group may pose some challenges in producing 
fertile interspecific hybrids.   



 

     P. ‘Prairie Splendor’ did not persist again for me, as the remaining plants died after they bloomed in 
1999 (however, they were very impressive in bloom).  I agree with your comment regarding their better 
persistence when grown with native grasses.  We have found this to be the case with a number of tallgrass 
prairie species we grow at the botanic garden for restoration use; more than a few grow better when 
interplanted with another species than when grown in a pure stand.  No apparent explanation, but worth 
noting and trying with species that don’t persist well.  How are the P. grandiflorus hybrid plants 
persisting in your yard as they were interplanted with grasses? 
     Pat:  I am sorry to see your decision to drop out of the breeder’s robin.  I would request that you 
reconsider and continue with our robin, even if you are not making many Penstemon crosses; your 
comments and observations of the genus are valuable, and should be recorded in this public forum.  This 
is the reason I include such exhaustive notes; I cannot predict when someone years from now may find 
some of the information useful.  Unfortunately, all too often, plant breeders carry much of their ideas and 
results around in their heads, which results in an inevitable and irretrievable loss of data when they are no 
longer active.   
     Ken and Peter: I do indeed grow a number of Penstemons at home in raised beds very similar to what 
you described, i.e. a mixture of fine gravel and rough river rock (up to 2” diameter) and our native black 
prairie soil.  These beds range from two to six inches above grade.  Many Penstemons (P. attenuatus, P. 
grandiflorus, P. barbatus, P. cardinalis, etc.) have faired much better under these conditions than in the 
clay soil beds at the Garden.  Drainage is, as we all know, crucial to Penstemon survival.  I do not and am 
not planning on growing any Penstemons at the Garden in raised gravel beds, as my intent is to develop 
(if possible!) plants that will tolerate “typical” garden conditions of the Midwest.  I do not expect the 
average gardener to cap a flower bed with a layer of gravel (only us Penstemaniacs or rock gardeners go 
to such lengths). 
     Peter:  P. ‘Papal Purple’ will continue to cast an influence in my breeding program, as the progeny of 
‘Papal Purple’ crossed with the Mexicali/kunthii grex have proven hardy.  The influence will be better 
known after another generation of crossing. 
     Could you expand on your observation that P. murrayanus was utilized in early crosses; does the 
literature you are referring to mention what species this was crossed with?  P. murrayanus crossed readily 
with P. grandiflorus for me last year; coupled with your comment, I now wonder if this species may be a 
good bridge for other intersectional crosses.  I will have to try crossing it with P. x Mexicali this year (use 
P. murrayanus to bridge P. x Mexicali and P. grandiflorus? I cannot even begin to imagine what the 
progeny of such a cross would look like) if I manage to keep my two plants in pots alive.  It not being 
hardy here has presented some difficulty in keeping at alive and blooming at the same time as other plants 
(plants in pots tend to bloom earlier than those in the ground). 
 
Peter James, Kent, United Kingdom 
13 February 2000 
 
     The robin arrived with me just as the first signs of better weather were showing, and I was able to go 
around seeing the damage to my pent species caused by the warm wet windy winter.  And moles!  The 
first time we’ve ever had them here, and they made straight for my new raised bed and did in several nice 
alpines I had planted last year.  There is also a solitary big hill in my nursery area but no damage as far as 
I can see.  We put down traps, but they are canny beasts.  Slugs we suffer little from as they don’t like our 
dry garden in summer and stony soil. 
     I talked last time about the genealogy of the cultivar line ‘Newbury Gem’ - ‘Southgate Gem’ -‘Garnet’ 
- ‘Firebird’ as revealed in the literature, also the experiment with self-pollinated ‘Newbury Gem’ with a 
view to possibly showing up its parentage.  The main developments here are: - 
     1.  I found a much earlier reference to ‘Garnet’ as being derived from ‘Southgate Gem’ x P. 
campanulatus, not x P. hirsutus as stated in the later article I had been relying upon.  This makes a whole 
lot more sense, since one can see how the garnet color was arrived at, and why the leafage is typically 



 

narrow and semi-serrated.  Considering that its mummy and granny both had quite broad leaves, there is a 
strong indication that the campanulatus foliage characteristics are dominant - fortunately since these are 
far more attractive.  The same can be seen with most of Bruce Meyer’s Mexicali Hybrids that I have 
grown where he used P. campanulatus (and P. kunthii?) crossed to mixed large-flowered hybrids.  Given 
the methods he used, I think it likely that where he did get some large-flowered, broader-leaved strains 
this was due to breeding out, or severely reducing the P. campanulatus presence.                 2. Further 
observation on the seven progeny from s/p ‘Newbury Gem’ shows more varieties than I thought.  Three 
resemble ‘Newbury Gem’, the other four are in two pairs.  One pair are large-flowered pinks with broad 
foliage, and differ only in one having heavier throat markings than the other.  The other pair have long 
narrow red flowers and narrower leafage suggestive of P. Hartwegii, or in that direction.  They differ in 
that one is typical scarlet, but the other is a strange purple red which I have not seen in any other 
penstemon.  Again, the genetics here offer potential interest since not for the first time it seems as if the 
red flower colour shows some dominance, but I suspect the mechanism involved is quite complex. 
     3.  I have achieved a number of successful crosses and selfings with these seven plants and the parent, 
the crosses to see if Newbury Gem will reappear in the progeny and the selfs so as to take the 
observations a generation further back.  I plan to pause at that until I see the results so far, because to go 
further is exponential on time and propagation demands and may be pointless.  Instead I plan to produce a 
number of crosses using two common cultivars, ‘Rich Ruby’ and ‘Hidcote Pink’.  Both these have 
heavily marked throats and seem randomly to have produced a number of offspring with unusually 
attractive markings.  Breeding experiments on these cultivars may help of a better understanding of how 
these markings are inherited.  I also managed to get some selfed Agnes Laing seed last summer, and this 
may throw light on the early breeding lines of the large-flowered race -‘Agnes Laing’ was raised in 1870, 
and we have contemporary colour illustrations of several cultivars raised by the same nursery, thanks to a 
vicar of means, such as littered rural Victorian England - he published his own magazine and was not as 
sniffy about cultivars as most of his contemporaries. 
     So this will be a relatively low key breeding year for me, not least because I have the APS conference 
to organize in July, nevertheless there will be, with luck, some interesting results to report later. 
     Some local Hardy Plant Society friends have helped with trials mainly of open pollinated seed strains 
and Mexicali hybrids.  The latter while producing a very pretty range had only one or two in deeper 
shades which were distinctive compared to our European small-flowered sorts, but in the former category 
some very attractive varieties have emerged which we are growing on this year.  I am hoping some of 
these will be worth naming, but I am in no hurry to add to the 50 or so new varieties which have appeared 
in the UK in the past 2-3 years. 
     I mentioned some species crosses in my last letter and can proudly report I have two plants of P. 
campanulatus x P. kunthii and four of P. hartwegii x P. gentianoides - my trials aren’t big ones!  I hope I 
can report something interesting when they have flowered. 
    Comments on other letters received: 
     Pat: Your experiments with rock mulch are interesting, and I’m sure there is a lot to be learned about 
encouraging pents to overwinter.  With me, if I don’t see good basal growth in the hybrids by end-
October, I know the plant is in trouble.  It is much the same with species although sometimes the recovery 
in spring is remarkable.  The small and medium-flowered hybrids with mainly Mexican blood tend to 
shrubbiness and are the safest bets to overwinter, especially as self-laying is common..  But the large-
flowered ones, with a lot of P. cobaea influence, are much more shy to re-sprout.  I believe in the early 
APS days there was debate on whether the herbaceous species were not biennials, as is the case with 
some of their close cousins such as foxgloves.  I have not seen these articles - perhaps Ken can recall 
them - but I must say I have never seen a herbaceous pent in the wild on our last four conferences that I 
would rate as over 3 years old. 
     Ken: We enjoyed Oregon, and my enduring penstemon memory is seeing a plant of P. davidsonii 
happily growing on a slab of pure lava at the very top of McKenzie Pass, with not another plant within 
100 ft.  I do get it to grow fairly well in Kent (at 300 ft!) on very stony neutral soil, but it isn’t the same. 
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     Jim: I wonder if using gravel beds might improve your non-hardy hybrids’ chances.  Rotting at soil 
level is a sure killer, but I often find new root growth just below soil level can pull a plant through 
although the old root system may have perished.  I see you do this with your P. grandiflorus material with 
good results. 
     Continuing the ‘Papal Purple’ saga, in the last 2-3 years here there has been offered seed of 
‘PCHA148', collected in Mexico at very high altitude in Nuevo Leon province.  It grows well with me 
and flowers like mad, colours in mauve and white, delicate and quite pretty, foliage like P. campanulatus.  
The main feature is in the flower shape in that the tube expands so abruptly as to appear rectangular from 
the side - just like ‘Papal Purple’.  So I’m wondering if there is a connection, and since it grows at rather 
higher altitude than P. campanulatus, hence likely to be more hardy, this species may be worth your 
attention.  I think PCHA148 is probably P. leonensis, which I’m hoping Dick Straw can confirm or deny 
from material I’ve sent to Andi. 
     The large-flowered hybrids, according to the old sages - and for once I do not think there is much 
doubt - owe their broad leaves and lack of hardiness to a good dose of P. cobaea in their lineage - see 
earlier comments.  There is also mention of P. murrayanus as well in the literature.  Neither of these is 
truly hardy in England.  In theory the replacement of P. cobaea with P. grandiflorus might give hardier 
plants and flowers of similar size, also more tolerance of clay soil and maybe longevity. Would it mate 
with the likes of P. campanulatus/hartwegii?  One to think about. 
     Mexicali hybrids - see earlier comments. 
     Andi: A penstomaniac friend with influence has just got a small grant to explore cv. DNA on identical 
lines to what I have been proposing.  But before I could get hold of the money, he has placed the work 
with Reading University - which has a pretty good botany school, so I’m only joking really. 
     With your own work we are all impressed by the extent of and vigour in your project, and all power to 
it.  I would love to see any further results as they come, and you know I’m particularly interested in those 
Mexicans.  The tree you showed us in Sante Fe had a lot of surprises, and I just wonder, when you are 
ready, would a special APS meeting be a good idea for those interested in debating the issues raised.  I 
say the APS, but am aware that, unfortunately, not all penstemon experts are members. 
     Thank you for introducing me to a new term - QTL, and apart from the obvious things like flower and 
leaf characteristics the themes coming out of the robin suggest the priorities for search are for genes 
linked to longevity, hardiness, and sterility/fertility.  I think work has been done on these factors, but 
mainly on food crops as usual. 
     Dale:     Your white and red Mexicali sounds super, and I presume it is a descendant of the one I saw 
in your greenhouse in 1996/7?  On its origin it is clearly a campanulatus type, and I hazard that there 
could be P. kunthii in the blood line also, or a large-flowered hybrid similar to our Apple Blossom that 
has similar zoning of colour.  Have you tried selfing it? At some stage, I think you should publish an 
article on the proper steps in seed-raising in one of the horticultural journals. It just might stop some of 
the cowboys, or at least give them a tinge of conscience. 
     That’s probably too much already, so I will stop, but so much of value is coming out of this robin for 
me.  Anyway, good breeding everyone. Regards to all. 
 
Andi Wolfe, Columbus, OH 
16 November 2000 
 
     Ahhhh -- whip me with a wet noodle for hanging on to the Robin for so long.  Dale sent me an email 
reminder to find the envelope which has snuggled into a pile of paper on my desk for the past several 
months.  I promise I will make an effort to pass it along promptly next round.  I think I am just so used to 
the electronic age that to actually sit down and put something on paper seems like a big effort.  It’s not -- 
it just seems as if there’s an extra bit of inherent inertia for me to compose an actual letter rather than to 
fire off an email memo. 
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     I really enjoyed the APS meeting in England this year (I’ve posted pictures and a travelogue from my 
Penstemon website).  It was so interesting for me to see the cultivars that are such a big part of the 
horticultural scene over there.  It is even more interesting in light of where my lab is going in the near 
future -- we’re trying to get funded to look at the diversification of Penstemon by taking a 
multidisciplinary approach to examine the mechanisms of speciation.  Hybridization is one aspect we are 
exploring, of course.  More importantly, we want to make controlled crosses between bird- and bee-
pollinated species that are closely related to map the genes responsible for floral shape and color.  Dale 
Lindgren will be collaborating with my research group on this, and I sure hope we can get it going. 
     Shannon is finishing her dissertation work this year.  I’ve just gone through the first draft of her first 
chapter (the Wizard Island hybridization study).  She has really strong genetic and morphological 
evidence for assymetrical gene flow between P. rupicola and P. davidsonii with the majority of genes 
going from P. rupicola into P. davidsonii.  It looks like pollen-mediate gene flow that may have hummers 
as the key players. 
     Ken -- thanks so much for the Penstemon key.  You and Robin have done a wonderful job of pulling 
so much information together.  I’m starting the write-up of our phylogenetic analyses and hope to have 
some manuscripts submitted by early next year.  I’m finding that the molecular data give us enough 
resolution to examine some big questions in Penstemon, but I’m compiling a morphology data set to give 
us a more intimate look at the evolution of the genus. Best regards to all of you. 
 
 

Robin F, Cross Country 
 
Virginia Carlson, Fullerton CA  
April 26, 2000  
 
     I seem to be swamped. So much in the garden needs to be reduced, cleaned out, or replaced. We had 
about 10 inches of rain in late February and early March, nothing since. While it was raining , the slugs 
and snails and sow bugs feasted on my narcissus blooms, pansies, the whole plants of clustered bellflower 
and a few other things. Snail bait doesn't help, and the decollate (carnivorous) snails I put out never 
caught up. I bought a hundred, they are supposed to eat small garden snails, snail eggs, and slug eggs. I 
finally remembered that  yeast solution or beer would attract them and kill them, so I poured about a 
tablespoon or less of beer into all sorts of small bottles, film canisters etc. and set them at an angle around 
the plants being attacked. It worked like a charm. I caught as many as ten slugs and pill bugs in one bottle, 
and the occasional snail, including one decollate. Need to buy more beer. This I had left over from a rose 
society potluck.  
     It was a great bulb year with the rains in March. I have quite a  
few South African bulbs. Lots of babianas. Lapeirousia seed around prolifically into paths. I have a 
golden orange ixia which seeds around, and sparaxia. All are cormous relatives of iris. I can flower 
repeatedly some of the smaller daffodils. I don't have as much luck with bulbous iris but snowflakes and 
watsonias also flourish and increase. Need to divide them too. My roses are beginning to bloom. My 
cyclamens are all through blooming except some C. persicums, which have pink flowers, red blotch, with 
white tips on petals. Garden is very colorful now.  
     I have grown P. smallii, only thing small about it was the seed as I recall. It self sowed for a while but 
is lost now. Where I live in  
Orange County there were no trees except along the watercourses. It was more or less desert, 14 inches of 
rain. Analysis of soil in some areas for pollen grains show that pines grew here several hundred years ago, 
but apparently all burned off one year and the next several years  were so dry that no seedlings got 
established again. Now the various eucalyptuses have naturalized all the way to foothills in disturbed 
areas. I am growing an old Meyer hybrid pink penstemon and `Rondo'. No species unless something 



 

shows up that I don't know is there. ‘Huskers Red’ gets too large for my property. I have a third of an acre 
in town with  
little lawn but lots of roses and flowers.  
John Roden, Lima Montana  
April 26, 2000  
 
     I just started my summer job on the ranch. It's not green here  
yet as this is high country. I like this irrigation job except the hours are a bit long. I had a problem in my 
greenhouse this year. The petunias and tomatoes would not grow. They would curl up their leaves. It took 
at least a month before I realized there was something terribly wrong. In the garage attached to the 
greenhouse there was a small container of herbicide which had tipped over and leaked. Now after a month 
of airing the place I still have some problem. In the greenhouse I still have a large plant of Penstemon 
grandiflorus `Prairie Snow'. It bloomed last summer and they often die after blooming. It is putting up 
flowering stems and is presently healthy. I also have a large plant of P. rostiflorus. This plant has good 
points and minus points. The plant is somewhat sloppy and mine did not put on a big show last summer. 
The flowers are a deep blood red color. The leaves are clean looking, without the rust I often see on my 
pents. The plant puts out a lot of offshoots around the base. These can easily be rooted. I put it in the 
greenhouse because I do not know how cold hardy it is. I have a lot of P. pinifolius plants which are 
winter hardy here. With P. barbatus some live on and some die. I really can't fault a plant that makes a 
grand display of flowers, then makes seed and dies. 
 
 
John Parr, Kennesaw GA  
2000  
 
     This has been an exciting spring this year. Most of my penstemons planted out have bloomed. I lost 
several to disease, stems turned soft and developed a white looking fungus. We had a terrible ice storm 
this winter, many tree limbs down, but none the worse for the garden.  
My P. multiflorus here have done very well. I have P. smallii started from the seed exchange. My folks 
went to Texas and returned with P. barbatus `Praecox nana' A bright pink color. My P. parryi turned out 
to be a P. strictus, all flowers on one side of the stem.  
 
 
 
 
Richard Myrick, Deer Isle ME  
November 8, 2000 
  
     News from my garden in Maine. A girl who works in a nursery told me the  best way to keep deer 
from eating the plants was to get some cayuenne pepper and put it on tennis balls distributed around the 
garden. I believe the theory is that the tennis balls keep the pepper from dissolving in the soil. I found a 
place that sold tennis balls wholesale and I bought a good many of them. After putting all the balls around 
the garden one afternoon, I waited until the next morning, and big surprise, the deer had consumed several 
young hosta shoots within two inches of the tennis ball and its topping. I have to conclude that deer like to 
play tennis. 
 
Nellie Spicer, McCord Saskatchewan 
2000  
 



 

     As you can see from the change of address, I have moved from Nanton, Alberta, to McCord here in 
Saskatchewan. I also have a real change in work. I am a deaconal minister in the United Church of 
Canada, serving on a four point charge: Mankota, McCord, Glentworth, and Wood Mountain. The charge 
is 60 miles long and the southern border of the charge is the Saskatchewan-Montana border. The area is 
undergoing rural depopulation. The nearest hospital is 100 km. from here. I'm living in a manse with our 
small dog, Bandit. George is still working in Alberta. McCord is just north of the last block of Grassland 
National Park, which preserves prairie plant species and wild life from prairie dogs to antelope, and many 
bird nesting grounds. When I moved here, I found a rock garden sadly overgrown with sedums and hens 
and chickens. I removed the plants back to the rock structure and rearranged some of the rocks, then 
transplanted mostly penstemons from my garden in Alberta. So far, all are alive, some are thriving. P. 
nitidus and P. albidus are doing well, P. glaber has done the best. P gracilis and P. confertus are hanging 
in there, P. ellipticus and P. eriantherus have some new growth. P. ellipticus and P. lyallii don't look 
well, perhaps because they are furthest from their natural area. I brought a good shovelful of dirt with 
each one, so hopefully the fungus in the soil will help the roots as they grow in the new area. Now, it's 
wait and see. 
 
 
  
Don Humphrey, Falls Church VA  
November 14, 2000  
 
     The year 2000 will soon be history. It was my first year of full  
retirement and saw a lot of action in the garden. It was also a terrible year for mosquitoes. We've lived in 
the same house for 34 years and only in the last two years have mosquitoes been a problem. I am going to 
prepare a flyer next spring to distribute to every house in the local area to see what we can do to reduce 
breeding sites. The wet summer was not particularly good for penstemons but none the less, we had a 
good display of eastern species. Also the Flathead Lake hybrids did very well. Colors were 
predominantly purple, some blues and one rosy red. Because we have so much shade behind the rock 
garden, many plants lean strongly toward the light. However, most of the Flathead Lake hybrids did not. I 
collected seed only from the very upright and compact forms. I intend to continue selecting seed from 
good color forms and compact, upright forms. I put in eight more plants in an area of maximum sunlight 
(about six hours) this September so I should have a fair number to select from. Penstemon isophyllus was 
interesting. I have it in an area of good light but only about three hours of sunshine. The several stems 
grew to almost four feet long, and more or less reclined on the ground with the last foot or so upright. The 
flowers are a lovely deep rosy red with white lines in the throat and about 1 1/2 inches long. I plan to take 
cuttings in the spring and plant it in a much sunnier site to see how it will do. The mound garden that we 
installed at the retirement home was a great success for the western penstemons we planted on it. The 
mound is about 22 feet long, over eight feet wide, and in excess of three feet high. We had a supplier mix 
equal parts sand, pea gravel and compost (not soil). Penstemon pseudospectabilis bloomed wonderfully 
and the foliage stayed very tight and compact. There are about eight large southwestern species in all and 
all were successful and few if any died after blooming. The west side of the mound is wheelchair 
accessible and there we have installed a lot of big stones and lots of rock garden plants, including some 
smaller penstemons.  
     In my own garden I continued planting my nine garden areas with several hundred plants grown from 
seed or purchased. I used penstemons wherever I felt they could survive. This included several 
northwestern shrubbies for my reclaimed rock wall along my driveway. The wall is about 65 feet long and 
from two to four feet high. It was dry laid in 1967 and is still in good shape.  
 

Robin G, International 



 

 
Steve Smedley, Suffolk, England 
February 22, 2000 
 
     Hello again.  February seems a very unseasonable time to be talking about penstemons with the 
weather here alternating between cold, wet, windy, frosty and the occasional mild afternoon thrown in.  
However, I have some seeds germinating on windowsills all over the house at the moment.  There are lots 
of large-flowered hybrids (easy), and I have had another go with the seed that failed to germinate last year 
(because I didn’t bother stratifying).  In October last year, the seed was mixed with moist vermiculite in 
plastic bags and left outside in a bin against the north-facing wall of the house.  The bags were brought 
inside at the beginning of this month, the seed/vermiculite placed on top of compost in pots, and left in 
unheated propagators.  Almost all the seed that was sown has germinated already, including P. 
arkansanus, attenuatus, calycosus, euglaucus, laxus, multiflorus, ovatus, and tubaeflorus.  Only eatonii 
and venustus have yet to appear.  When I receive seed from this year’s exchange, I shall hold them back 
until autumn again and try the same procedure. 
     I also receive seed through the exchange schemes of the Royal Horticultural Society and The Hardy 
Plant Society.  This year’s batch has already been received and sown, where appropriate - mainly grasses 
and unusual perennials, but no penstemons.  I hope to be able to make some seed donations this year from 
some of the eastern species that I grew last season and which should flower for the first time this summer. 
     We got connected to the Internet over Christmas - you can now e-mail me at the above address.  
Having now done some surfing, it seems that, apart from one or two plant nursery sites, there is not too 
much available on the web concerning penstemons.  The best site that I have come across so far is at Ohio 
State University, which you probably all know about: 
www.biosci.ohiostate.edu/~awolfw/Penstemon/Penstemon.htm.  Does anyone know of any other 
interesting sites or resources on the web?  Are there any plans for the APS to go on-line, or is there 
already a site? 
     Incidentally, you may be interested in the following UK plant-related sites: 
 
 
 The Alpine Garden Society 
     www.alpinegardensoc.demon.co.uk 

The Hardy Plant Society 
     www.hardy-plant.org.uk  

Royal Horticultural Society  
      www.rhs.org.uk 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew    
      www.rbgkew.org.uk 

The Natural History Museum, London    
      www.nhm.ac.uk 

 
 I have yet to decide whether I will be attend the APS this year, but if you do make the trip, I hope 
you have a good time.  You should find the garden visits very interesting.  If you intend to spend some 
time here, there are many more superb gardens and houses to visit.  If you need any advice or 
information, let me know, and I will see what I can do. 
  
 
Thea Unzner, Germany  
May 10, 2000 
 



 

     One month ago, at the beginning of March, I got the Robin, and there was nothing to tell about 
Penstemons.  I wrote to Kari and asked her whether she had the same opinion as I have, that we should 
wait some weeks with sending the Robin on.  She wrote they still have winter in Norway, and so I waited 
until now when the first Penstemons started blooming in my garden.  After the mild winter - it was NO 
winter indeed - we had a cold and wet March, but mid-April the weather changed overnight to real 
summer weather.  They wrote in the newspaper, it was the hottest Easter for 170 years, since 1830.  
Almost 3 weeks with sunshine, no rain and temperatures about 25°C or more - it is indeed like July-
August. 
     And the garden is in full flower, Lilac, Viburnum, Rhododendron, Honeysuckle, Clematis, Wisteria, 
Kolkwitzia are blooming and smelling sweet, the last tulips together with the first Irises and 
Hemerocallis, Primulas and Aquilegias in various colors and all the cushion plants in the rock garden.  All 
is about 2 weeks earlier than else.  My “American Garden” shows a lot of flowers: Trilliums, Arisaema, 
Aquilegia canadensis, Smilacina stellata, Polemonium reptans, Zizia aptera, Phlox subulata, stoloniera 
and pilosa, Hymenoxis scaposa and argentea, Gilia capitata, Antennaria, Erigeron howellii, leiomerus 
and some unknown ones from New Mexico and Wyoming, Lewisia hybrids and of course, Penstemons as 
P. fruticosus, cardwellii, teucrioides and procerus with some subspecies.  P. ovatus and confertus have 
buds and will come to bloom the next days.  What a wonderful time is the spring!  Every day a new 
flower and a new joy!  And each day weeding, weeding, weeding!  And in the evening and early in the 
morning, I have to sprinkle or to go with my watering can through the garden, because it is too dry, we 
need rain so badly.  Eric Horton from England wrote me that they have too much rain, but here in the East 
of Europe with the continental climate, it is too dry. 
     A lot of seedlings have germinated in my pots, but I lost several tiny plants because of the dryness.  I 
have gotten seeds from friends, from Ron Ratko, the APS and NARGS.  Some  germinated well, other  
didn’t do so.  Sometimes the pots are full with seedlings, sometimes only 2-3 plants came up and 
sometimes nothing.  I have a lot of Penstemon laetus, barrettiae, venustus, leonardii var. higgensii, 
platyphyllus, alluviorum, barbatus and hybrids, not so much of P. sepalulus, rydbergii, davidsonii, 
radicosus, arenicola, aridus and linarioides.  Penstemon crandallii, brandegei, nitidus, hallii and 
thompsonii germinated very sparsely.  Sometimes you may have a disappointment.  Penstemon lyallii 
from seed from the NARGS germinated so well, but when I looked at the plants, I found out that they 
never look like Dasanthera-Penstemons.  Dee Strickler showed me Penstemon lyallii in the Glacier Park 
in Montana, so I know how it is looking like, and my plants with the label “lyallii” appear like Penstemon 
serrulatus or a similar species.  A German friend gave me a lot of different seeds, which he collected on 2 
trips in the USA some years ago, and he only told me where he found them, no species names.  So I’ll 
have again some new Penstemons without names in my garden. 
     Kari - In your letter of November, you wrote about red and yellow leaves on the branches - now you 
can tell us of the spring in Norway and perhaps the first blooming Penstemons.  It is a pity you won’t be 
able to come to the meeting in England.  I would have enjoyed to see you there. 
     Dee - I read with interest what you wrote about Zeopro.  I think I must look for similar stuff here in 
Germany, because my soil is so poor and many plants are growing so sparsely.  The best do all the 
Penstemon procerus species and the Erigerons. 
     Jack - When you wrote your letter in February, I was working in the garden because we had such a 
warm February with about + 10◦C and more and all the Eranthis and Snowdrops were blooming.  It’s a 
crazy year, since Christmas each month was too warm and the May will break all records!  What will 
bring us the summer?  Is it only such an extraordinary year or is it indeed a turn in the climate worldwide? 
     Erma - Thank you for the advice to ask Betty Davenport about my unknown Penstemon from 
Wyoming.  In the meantime, I got a letter from a member of the APS who lives in Cheyenne, WY, and he 
will help me to find out what it is.  I became acquainted with him during the meeting in Santa Fe last year.  
I hope I’ll be able to visit my relatives in Wyoming and also Ellen Wilde this year in the fall. 



 

     I am always in connection with Eric Horton, and I wrote him about our meeting in England.  Perhaps 
he’ll take part in the meeting for one or two days - I hope so.  And perhaps we may persuade him to return 
to our Robin. 
     While writing this letter, the sky became dark, and I hear thunder from the distance - perhaps we’ll get 
a thunderstorm with rain in our area, too!! 
 
Kari Wang,   Hosle, Norway 
May 30, 2000 
 
     Like Thea, I have been waiting a few days hoping that the first Penstemon flowers would open, and 
now they have, but I do not know which one it is.  I think it is one of the P. davidsonii v. menziesii types.  
Several others are ready to bloom, unusually early this year compared to a normal spring.  In line for 
flowering are P. rupicola alba, P. teucrioides, P. eatonii, a form of P. caespitosus (the birds have 
removed the label) and a small plant with red buds, but I have no idea what it is.  I have lost my P. 
pinifolius, both ‘Mersea Yellow’ and the normal orange red one.  Gone also is P. barbatus.  Several new 
small plants have been planted out, hopefully to survive and bloom next year, P. newberry v newberry, P. 
davidsonii v. praeteritus and P. deustus v. pedicellatus , P. hallii has decided not to bloom, the plants 
look healthy enough, and I do not know what is wrong.  And the indestructible P. whippleanus and P. 
serrulatus are going to give a good show as usual.  P. ‘Schoenholzeri’ has been inside in the winter and is 
now outside, looking good although we had + 1◦C two nights ago. 
     At the beginning of May, we had 3 weeks of wonderful weather, and as there was hardly any ground 
frost, everything came at once.  We have had a wonderful show of Rhododendrons, the Magnolia x 
souglangiana excelled after producing 3 flowers last spring and the various Prunus sp. were dripping with 
flowers.  Since then the weather has cooled off, and things are returning to normal, but we have had all 
kinds of it, including a thunderstorm and two hailstorms, severely damaging several of the large-leaved 
Hostas.  The first spring flush is over, and I have today enjoyed flowers in Meconopsis grandis in a 
gorgeous blue color as well. 
     Unfortunately I shall not come to the conference in England.  We are going to USA in August, as our 
eldest son is going to be married on the 19th to an American girl.  We have never been to an American 
wedding, so we are looking forward to this one.  We are trying to arrange a trip to Beartooth and Big 
Horn before the wedding, but that has not been finalized yet. 
     The new Penstemon bed in the bottom half of the garden has been started on, but I have realized that to 
get it properly clean of unwanted shrubs and weeds I shall have to use Roundup, and for that I need some 
sunshine to dry the vegetation and then a nice, quiet afternoon to get the spraying done.  In the meantime, 
I can try to get rid of all the lily beetles that have invaded the garden.   I think I must have squashed a 
couple of hundred at least and removed lots of eggs. 
     Tomorrow I travel to Tromso to give a talk.  They have had  2.20 meters of snow this winter, but I was 
told on the phone yesterday that it was now all gone.  A friend of mine is now director of the Botanical 
Garden in Tromso, which is the northern-most botanical garden in the world, but it’s incredible what they 
can grow.  I have never seen such large Lewisia rediviva  anywhere!  And their collection of Primules and 
Meconopsis is astounding. 
     I shall get this on the way to you and wish you all a very good Penstemon summer and look forward to 
hearing all about the conference. 
   
Erma Pilz, Albuquerque, NM 
June 25, 2000 
 
 I’ve lived (at 92, going on 93) through so very many environmental changes, that this last one, the 
computer age, shouldn’t phase me one bit, but it does, somehow.  I have had quite a time becoming a 
convert.  But I do realize very much that now, with my own slowness, when time should slow down a bit, 



 

in order for me to catch up to it, it has done the opposite - it travels at the speed of light - eternally out of 
reach!  However, our dreadful wildfire episodes in our forests nearby have been a veritable hell - so very 
destructive and so terribly uncontrollable because the combination of high winds and extended drought, 
and the subsequent loss of beautiful forest, homes, and the futures of the families affected, that I’ve 
learned a new respect for the computer age.  Through it, fighters were recruited, emergency help of all 
kinds quickly moved or produced, and in spite of dreadful, dreadful areas of fire-spread, the flames could 
never have been brought under control and repair of help of all kinds implemented without computers.  
I’m sure you’ve all heard, by now, of the extensive fires here, but to hear of them can in no way let you 
know of their terrific intensity, and the thousands of acres that were consumed, beautiful sanctuaries in 
temples of trees, and the loss of the very last spots where endangered species of both animals and plants 
had been kept for their dubious continuance. 
     Enough of tragedy!  I will be so glad to hear of the meeting in England, for that has taken place by 
now.  Some of you will have been there, and I will enjoy visioning it when you write about it.  My 
gardening of course these days is limited.  I can’t walk without canes or walkers, and I can’t kneel, but I 
do manage a desultory sort of weeding by doing it sitting on a stool and reaching down.  One thing good 
about this eternally dry and rainless time is the freedom from fighting to keep snails from consuming 
tender plants.  They (the snails) have to have moisture to live, and it has been so dry they don’t even try to 
get out of their shells enough to procreate - few snails - great!  A friend was telling me recently of his 
friend, living in a damp area wondering how to control a congregation of snails.  My friend suggested the 
time-honored method of placing a saucer of beer to lure them into an alcoholic bliss of drowning.  (It 
really doesn’t always work).  He called the worried friend some days later to see if he’d had results.  He 
was told, “No really good results yet, but I’ve got a bunch of very rowdy snails.”  I thought that was 
hilarious, but my son says, “You botanists have a queer sense of humor.” 
     Few of my flowers have lived to bloom in this aridity.  But strangely, two different penstemons I have 
grown before, but not had in my garden in recent years, suddenly showed up.  P. palmeri, the showy pent, 
and also large and showy, P. alpinus.  I can’t account for them, unless seed from other years lay dormant 
for awhile in the ground where they had grown.  The ubiquitous red P. barbatus torreyi, always present, 
suddenly ceased to appear.  However, I can always expect P. strictus to show up. It is dependable, adjusts 
to much temperature and moisture variation and has good color and appearance.  It 
does seem to hybridize easily with other species, but retains the familiar shape and form, with great 
differences in the shade and color of the bloom.  I find that both interesting and beautiful when they are 
all in bloom nearby.  I also had   P. pseudospectabilis with its seductive pink bloom. 
     Kari - I hope the wedding was very lovely.  You will find your life is enhanced when sons marry, and 
the new wife is receiving a most unusual mother-in-law - she’s lucky. 
     Dee - As soon as I can manage it, I will be asking you to again send me your manual on Wildflowers, 
not the one on pents alone.  I gave mine to a friend who moved to Idaho.  She is having great fun learning 
flowers completely new to her.  I want a repeat copy so I can know what she is talking about - so many I 
haven’t seen growing! 
  
 
Dee Strickler, Columbia Falls, MT 
July 2, 2000 
 
     Claire and I are busy getting ready to leave for the APS meeting in England.  The robin just came, and 
I decided to get it off in the mail instead of waiting until after we return.  We are going to take in an 
elderhostel after the APS meeting, so it could be a long time if I wait. 
     Our winter was mild for Montana, only a couple of nights below zero F.  Spring was also mild and 
fairly wet with a couple of good rains.  The only winter loss was two plants of P. kunthii.  It is a Mexican 
species.  I even covered one plant with a styrofoam hot cap, but it died anyway.  In one year from seed it 



 

grew into a large bushy plant with copious dark red bloom.  I guess I learned to stay away from Mexican 
species. 
     This is the second year for my new Penstemon bed laced with zeopro fertilizer that I described in my 
last letter.  Most species are doing fabulously, but a few others are developing slowly or not at all.  P. 
radicosus does nothing and simply died in my other mostly unfertilized bed.  Palmeri, eatonii and 
richardsonii are growing very slowly but surely, I hope.  Albertinus, wilcoxii (and the native hybrid of t 
hose two), laxus, euglaucus, barbatus, strictus and of course confertus are simply blooming.  Azureus and 
attenuatus are doing very well but not spectacularly.  Now that I’m totally retired, my penstemon gardens 
consume my major interest. 
     After 24 years in this location, for the first time we have been invaded by wild turkeys.  They haven’t 
bothered my penstemons yet, but they have destroyed my strawberries before they even start to turn red.  
The deer are starting on my beans and have nipped a few other things.  Ah, the joys of living in the 
country.  I will spray deer repellent liberally on all the garden things that aren’t edible yet before we leave 
for England and hope for the best when we return. 
     Thea - My P. lyallii, planted on limestone soil-gravel, is growing very slowly and each year puts out a 
few more blooms.  It must just be slow to develop.  Erma, I will send you a copy of my book ‘Wayside 
Wildflowers of the Pacific NW’ that was slightly dinged in shipping.  That way you won’t have to wait, 
and it is better than hauling an almost perfectly good book to the land fill.  Take it as a gift from another 
penstemaniac. 
 Best regards to all and good gardening. 
 
Jack Ferreri, Verona, WI 
August 9, 2000 
 
     This has been the summer of Penstemon digitalis.  All the different forms I have of it have conspired 
to cross-pollinate in the past, and this year I have perhaps thirty plants of it blooming in different parts of 
my garden.  Some taller, some shorter; some really white, others with a lavender tone to them.  I had to 
remove some of them because I know how brute mathematics works in plant reseeding.  If one plant leads 
to eight plants, eight plants lead to sixty-four plants, and sixty-four plants lead to a monospecies jungle.  
Some of the digitalis had colored foliage, too, so we know Dale Lindgren’s ‘Husker Red’ was 
involved in the hybridizing fray. 
     We have had so much rain earlier this year!  We broke the all-time record for this part of the country 
with rainfall in May: 9.5 inches.  The first two weeks of June brought three more inches.  My sand garden 
has had a little erosion, but not too much: I didn’t lose any plants.  But I put in a lot of Oxytropis and 
Astragalus, and I didn’t want the very moist conditions to kill them.  So I had to spend time repairing the 
erosion.  I hate having to waste time redoing things, especially when there are so many garden tasks to get 
done.  And once all that rain settled in, the mosquitoes decided it was time to come out and feed on me.  
It’s a never-ending struggle.  Every July I have to fight to get myself into the garden.  It’s hot and humid 
here at that time (with highs in the mid-eighties), the bugs are buzzing, and the heat just sucks the energy 
out of you.  The dry conditions make garden work more difficult, too - the weeds don’t want to come out.  
And it’s too hot to put anything new into the garden.  In another week or two, conditions will start to 
improve, and I won’t any longer have to kick myself out there.  It will once again become a joy, 
especially in the morning. 
     Earlier my garden was filled with Penstemon in bloom.  In addition to all the digitalis, I had lots of 
hirsutus as usual.  P. linarioides var coloradoensis always blooms well for me; it’s gradually broken itself 
into about four separate plants, each about a foot across.  This has also been a good year for reds in the 
garden, with lots of nice barbatus, eatonii, rupicola, and pinifolius performing well.  A nice form of 
cobaea, with bloated white and lavender flowers, also did well, although it wasn’t as fragrant as some 
other cobaea I’ve sniffed.  P. ‘Crystal’ had lots of icy-white blooms.  I grow it in a sand bed surrounded 



 

by a few lower-growing Hellianthemum, and their yellow, orange and dusty red blooms contrast nicely 
with Crystal’s white. 
    My Gaillardia aristata seeds around nicely in the sand, surrounded by towers of Penstemon digitalis.  
Nearby blooms “Oregon sunshine,” Eriophyllum lanatum, a yellow composite with very gray foliage.  It’s 
never bloomed so well for me before.  Maybe it’s all the rain?  I’ve had the same experience this year 
with my cactus, mostly different forms of Opuntia (mostly drawn from Claude Barr’s recommendations 
in Jewels of the Plains), but some ball species as well - best bloom I’ve ever had.  They’re real stunners 
for people who didn’t know that cactus are hardy here (Opuntia is actually native to sandy parts of mid-
state Wisconsin), and they’re stunned by the different color forms. 
     P. davidsonii ssp menziessi ‘Microphyllus’ bloomed lightly, with blossoms no more than two inches 
above the ground.  I finally have Penstemon acaulis established, from a small plant I mail-ordered in 
early spring: it actually looks quite happy nestled in a crevice between what they call “holy rocks” around 
here . . . eroded limestone with lots of little pockets and holes. 
     By the way, I don’t want to forget to mention that Arrowhead Alpines in Michigan has a tremendous 
selection of Penstemon each year and many people don’t know about them.  They’ve been around for 
almost ten years now and offer a wonderful (and hyper-opinionated!) catalogue of good plants.  Their 
address is PO Box 857, Fowlerville, MI 48836.  This year’s catalogue had 55 different penstemon, 
including tusharensis, petiolatus, nanus, incertus, and ambiguus.  Try ‘em out! 
     Steve - Glad to have you in the Robin.  Sounds like you’re having great luck with seed in plastic bags.  
I’ll put your email address in my address book.  As for interesting websites, go to www.nargs.org (which 
is the website for the North American Rock Garden Society).  It has a good list of interesting horticultural 
and botanical links.  Disclaimer: I helped set up the links section there. 
     Thea - I think you did the right thing in holding the Robin for awhile until there was something to 
report.  As usual, your talk of your garden is filled with wonderful plants (and weeds, apparently, like 
mine!).  We all have lots of “nameless” penstemons in our gardens.  I even have a number of “genus-less” 
plants that have lost their labels, and I won’t know what they are until I catch them in bloom. . . and there 
a few that I can’t identify even then! 
    Kari - I’ve had little luck blooming P. hallii in my garden either.  The plant lives, but doesn’t thrive.  
I’d love to be able to grow your Meconopsis grandis, but our hot and humid summers won’t allow any 
Meconopsis.  I was at a garden in the mountains of North Carolina several years ago and a large blooming 
plant of Meconopsis betonicifolia was heavenly.  Such a piercing sky blue! 
     Erma - Your moving description of the fires this year was very nice.  Unfortunately, the fires continue 
to burn all through the west.  The worst in fifty years, they’re saying on the news.  Liked your beer story - 
I’ll keep an eye out for any “rowdy snails”. 
     Dee - We have had wild turkeys here in Wisconsin, but I’ve never considered them a hazard.  I can’t 
say the same for the deer and rabbits, which can be brutal to woody plants (and candelabra primroses, just 
when they’re ready to open their buds!). 
 
 
  

A Tribute To LeRoy (Roy) Davidson 
 
Micheal Moshier, Northwestern Chapter, NARGS 
Port Angeles, Washington 
 
         NARGS Northwestern Chapter member Roy Davidson passed away on November 28, 2000 after a 
brief illness in Bellevue, WA, USA.  He was 83 years old. 
        He was born in Kendrick, Idaho on January 15,1918 to Byard Wilbur Davidson and Amy Keith 
Davidson.  At about one year of age his parents relocated to his mother's family farm in the Palouse 



 

Country near Colton in southeastern Washington State.  Growing up on the "breaks" of the Snake River, 
Roy's passion for plants was inspired by this beautiful countryside, rich with prairie wildflowers, and his 
parents love for gardening.  As a youth, he spent much of his time helping his father grow vegetables and 
tending the flower gardens of his mother. 
       Roy studied botany at Washington State University from 1935 to 1939 and shortly thereafter moved 
to the Seattle area where he became successful in the fields of floristry and horticulture.  Roy's artistic 
talent and love of beauty created a two and a half acre garden in Bellevue which was always open and a 
special treat to those who visited.  The garden reflected his wide interest in plants. 
       A prolific writer, Roy will be most remembered for his recent Timber Press publication Lewisia, a 
history of the discovery and cultivation of the genus of that name.  In addition he authored over sixty-five 
articles for the NARGS Bulletin as well as numerous contributions to many other horticultural 
publications.  In recognition of his writings he was the recipient of the NARGS Marcel LePineac Award 
in 1972.  We were especially delighted this summer when Roy attended the NARGS Annual Meeting and 
signed copies of his book and visited with many friends. 
       After attending an Eastern Study Weekend in Philadelphia, Roy returned to Seattle and set in motion 
the planning of a similar event involving the other western chapters as well as the Alpine Garden Club of 
British Columbia and the Vancouver Island Rock and Alpine Garden Society.  He was one of the 
originators of the first Western Study Weekend which was held in February 1974.  In 1976 he was active 
in the organization of the NARGS Rocky Mountain Chapter.  In 1992, for his efforts in inspiring interest 
in NARGS and in alpine plants he received the first Marvin E. Black Award. 
       Many horticultural societies and organizations were blessed by his devoted membership. Included 
among them were the Alpine Garden Society, Scottish Rock Garden Club, American Penstemon Society, 
and the American Iris Society, the latter of which, in 1968, he was the first chair of the newly organized 
Species Iris Study Group.  He guided the affairs of the species section (SIGNA) until 1978.  
       Responsible for many plant introductions there are, as well, several plants that bear his name, 
including Iris pseudocarus 'Roy Davidson', Pulmonaria 'Roy Davidson', and Lewisia cotyledon var. 
fimbriata 'Roy Davidson'. 
       Traveling and exploring with Roy was like having a walking, talking Encyclopedia and World 
Atlas in hand at once as he related his exhaustive knowledge of plants, their natural history, and the 
geographical background accompanying their habitat.  He led many Chapter field trips and freely shared 
his knowledge.  Many of us will long cherish our memories of him hiking through the mountains he loved 
so dearly, walking stick in hand, his keen eyes scrutinizing the alpine landscape about him, not missing 
one detail nor leaving one stone unturned. 
       Preceded in death by three brothers Roy is survived by his sister, Sybl, three great nieces, a nephew, 
and his long-time partner of 58 years, Ferdinand Minici. 
     In lieu of flowers his family requests that donations be sent to the University of Washington Center for 
Urban Horticulture Elizebeth B. Miller Horticultural Library in his name.  A memorial service is planned 
for spring in his home garden. 
 
 
 

Roy Davidson:  A Friend, Mentor and Plantsman 
 
Panayoti Kelaidis, Curator of Plant Collections, Denver Botanic Gardens 
Denver, Colorado 
 
     The last few years have seen the passing of an extraordinary generation of American horticulturists: 
Margaret Williams, Molly Grothaus, GeorgeYingling, John Wurdack, and Art Dome. I have mourned 
these and many more extraordinary talents who have contributed so much to the American gardening 



 

scene in recent decades. When I heard that Roy Davidson too had died a few weeks ago, I experienced a 
pang of loss for a tireless explorer and scholar who contributed enormously to the career and progress of 
so many horticulturists, but I felt the loss of a dear friend. I am inspired to sit and write down some of my 
reminiscences of this quiet gentleman who mentored so many of us so well. I have been fortunate to have 
had a neighbor, Paul Maslin, and my brother-in-law Allan Taylor as gardening mentors in my youth. It 
was Roy, however, who enlisted me in active participation in NARGS, in writing my first articles for the 
Quarterly, and the Penstemon Society journals. He led me to many of America's finest wildflower 
locations from the Wenatchees of Washington, the White Cloud Peaks of Idaho, the Front Range and 
plains of Montana all the way to the Southwest. He instigated the organization of the Rocky Mountain 
Chapter of NARGS in October of 1976 and frequently visited Colorado since that time, opening my eyes 
to my own back yard, and helping guide my work at Denver Botanic Gardens by introducing me to no 
end of plants and contacts. He loved to show up unexpectedly (often when we staged some sort of event), 
and I would find him pitching in, sweeping the alpine house, or straightening labels--seeing to something 
that needed to be done. I suspect Steve Doonan, Phil Pearson of Grand Ridge Nursery in Issaquah, Sean 
Hogan in Portland, Micheal Moshier in Seattle, and Tony Hall at Kew, not to mention his many peers like 
Art Kruckeberg, Jean Witt and George Schenk and so many more, could add no end of anecdotes about 
this modest giant of Western American horticulture.  

     When I first met Roy at the first Interim International Rock Garden Plant Conference in 1976, he was 
almost a decade older than I am today. He had just experienced a frightening bout with Bell's Palsy at the 
conference (of which he was one of the masters of ceremony and managers), and despite the enormous 
stress of such a large event, particularly for such a quiet and introverted man, he seemed to notice 
everything that went on around him like a whirlwind. Gardeners come in all shapes, styles and sizes, but 
few will cut the sort of figure that Roy did, a ruggedly handsome profile like that we imagine an early 
Western explorer might have had, a Lewis or a Clark or maybe even Fremont. He was not ostentatious in 
his clothing. Roy obviously took pride in dressing well, sometimes in jazzy outfits bordering on the 
Bohemian, but always well cut and impeccably matched, sporty and practical. I wish I'd taken more 
pictures him, often wearing dark, rakish head gear. I cannot begin to imagine where I would be today if I 
had not missed the ferry I had planned to take to Nanaimo and found I had to wait for the next one. 
Suddenly, Roy's flashy black jeep drove up alongside my dumpy little car one fateful July day in 1976, 
and I consequently spent the following week camping on the beaches of Vancouver Island, exploring the 
magnificent rain forests there, climbing the slopes of Mt. Arrowsmith and being introduced to the 
wonderful flora of the Pacific Northwest by Roy, Sharon Sutton and Roy's cousin, Linda Wilson so many 
years ago. I have Dicentra formosa, which I brought back as fresh seed from that trip, ramping through 
my mother's garden to this day as a living memorial to that trip and my first hikes with Roy. One of the 
principal purposes of that trip was to try to figure out exactly where Penstemon menziesii might have been 
collected on that island (Roy collected type localities the way some people might collect stamps or 
antique vases). Of course, as gardeners, our first love must be the next Great Plant, the one we read about 
or see in someone's garden, or know must grow on some distant peak or woodland far away. Our hobby, 
or art, or passion (or perhaps obsession) really is about soil mixes, or placing rocks, or having pots 
watered when we're on vacation. We can fool ourselves into thinking its really just you by yourself, the 
rocks, the plants and fickle weather. How easily we forget that the network of friends, be it on Alpine-
L/Penstemon-L, in a local group or through the informal brother and sisterhood of rock gardening, that 
provide us with the guidance and the inspiration and the companionship that makes our love of plants 
resonate somehow, makes it all that much more fun. Until, that is, we lose the friendly voice, the 
responsive companion. I hadn't received Roy's cleverly jimmied milk cartons filled with plant treasures 
for a number of years now (he would send these spring and fall to his friends all over the world filled with 
some plant from his garden he knew we would need or desire). But I still received cards and letters from 
time to time right up to last fall. I shall experience twinge of loss whenever I see that crisp unmistakable 
print so evocative that you can practically hear his carefully cadenced sentences on the page, the gravelly, 



 

sonorous voice, with a touch of Western twang and yet such scholarly diction. I will treasure the too few 
hikes and moments I shared with Roy to the end of my life. It will never be hard for me to summon his 
memory and feel his shade alongside me when I hike the rugged Western landscape where we have been 
blessed to spend our lives. Like the good fabulist I aspire to be, I would like to end this eulogy with a 
moral of sorts. Roy has left an enormous legacy, not because he tended and befriended a network of 
talented gardeners, not because he built a home and garden with Ferd (Ferdinand) of tremendous elegance 
and grandeur, not even because he was one of America's greatest plant explorers and boon companions. 
Of course, he helped inspire and forge the outstanding Bellevue Botanic Gardens a stone's throw from his 
home, and encouraged the thriving community of plantsmen in the Puget Sound area. But Roy will live 
forever in his landmark monograph on Lewisia, but also in his flinty prose that fills the bulletins of 
NARGS, SIGNA and the American Penstemon Society with their finest treasury of wisdom. 

 

 

 


